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VLADIVOSTOK

.

General Linevitch Unable to Hold
Line to Fortress Without
Reinforcements

The

RECONNAISSANCE

Russian

Outposts

on

Railway

Along the Kirin Road Are Driven
in With Slight Casualties.

W. J. BLACK TO BE PROMOTED.
-

THREATENED

JAP

Rumored That Popular Santa Fe Of
ficial Will Become
Passenger
Traffic Manager of System.
Topeka, Kans., Aug. 15. It is again
rumored, this time with better grounds
ror belief than ever, that W. J. Black
general passenger agent, of the Santa
Fe Railway, will be promoted to be
traffic manager, succeed
passenger
ing George T. Xlcholson, who will be
elected second vice president in
charge of traffic, a position which has
been vacant since Paul Morton re
signed to enter President Roosevelt's
cabinet.
The change is now scheduled for
October. It is also said that the office
of passenger traffic manager will be
moved from Chicago to Topeka at the
time ot Mr. mack's appointment
General Passenger Agent Black, however, continues to deny the rumors of
his coming promotion, but well in
formed railroad men are positive that
this is true.

Field Headquarters, Japanese Army
Manchuria, Aug 13 Delayed in trans
mission) The Japanese
reconnais
sance in force along the line of the
railway on the Kirin road from the
Chang Tuf line, drove in the Russian
outposts. August 12, eleven .Russians
TYPHOID FEVER IN WASHINGTON.
were killed and ten captured in
counter reconnaissance in the direc
tion of Kinyten. The Russians were National Capital in Midst of Epidemic
That Causes Alarm 29 New
driven hack hy the Japanese out
Cases.
posts.
General Linevitch Wants Reinforce
Washington, Aug. 15. Twenty-ninments.
London, Aug. 15. The Daily Tele new cases of typhoid lever and two
grapns Japanese correspondent at deaths from the disease were reported
Moji, Japan, cables that General Line- to the health officers up to last night.
vitch is constantly changing his posi the outbreak has passed in severity
tion in order to deceive Field Marshal that of 1S93, when the greatest number of persons under treatment for
Oyama.
"Prisoners say," the correspondent ihe disease at any time was 221, and
adds, "that General Linevitch is con has spread rapidly.
The health officials are bending ev
stantly telegraphing for additional
troops, as he Is unable without rein ery effort to fight the disease, includ- forcements to hold the line to Vlad- ng a house- to house inspection of
ivostok. Considerable forces have backyards and cellars with a view to
been withdrawn from his right and emedylng unsanitary condiiions. One
bed of the new filtration plant will be
sent to his left wing.
"New arrivals are disinclined
to opened, thus reducing to that extent
fight and say they will surrender at he danger from typhoid fever and
other disease germs whieli it is be- the first opportunity.
ieved come from drinking unfiltered
"The Japanese who recently occupied Kamchatka are now constantly water.
patrolling that coast and the sea of
Okhotsk.
ANOTHER RECEIVER APPOINTED.
"It is believed at Tokio that as soon
as the Japanese flag is seen flying at For People's United States Bank of
St. Louis, Despite Decision to Go
any corner of Siberia it will affect M.
Witte's attitude. at the peace conferInto Voluntary Liquidation.
ence."
St. Louis, Aug. 15. Notwithstand
Japanese Marines Get Into Action.
Tokio, Aug. 15. Admiral Kataotaka ing the decision of its directors to
reports that a detachment of his go into voluntary liquidation, Judge
squadron attacked the Russians guard- McKlhinney, of the St. Louis County
ing Lazarcba Point in Tartary Straits Circuit Court, today granted the ap
August 13. The marines were landed plication for a receiver for the Peoand they were exposed to a "sudden ple's United States Bank on request
attack from Russians hidden in a for- of Attorney General Hadley of Misest. The Japanese loss was only one souri. The court then appointed the
killed and four wounded, but the Rus- receiver but announced that his name
sians were finally dispersed. The would be temporarily withheld. This
Japanese torpedo boat destroyer, oper- action of ine court in appointing a
ating on the east coast of Sakhalin receiver was taken on a supplemen- Island, attacked the Russians, who ary petition filed by the attorney
were holding the telegraph office at general, after a previous order had
Raioro, August 13, and captured IS been vsicated by the court on the ap
men and the telegraph apparatus.
plication of the bank directors, who
claimed the procedure was illegal.
e

-

,

EAGLES WILL REVISE RITUAL.

NEW YORKERS OBSERVED
ECLIPSE OF THE MOON.
Will Be Changed Along Masonic Lines
So As to Place the Order on a
New York, Aug. 15. Although the
Firmer Basis.
conditions here were not ideal last
night, many persons saw the eclipse
Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. The eighth of the moon. The skies were filled
annual meeting of the Grand Aerie of with banks of fleecy clouds which, for
the Fraternal Order of Eagles, which the greater part of the evening, obbegan here today, promises to open a scured the face of the satellite. There
new epoch in the history of this popu- were periods every few minutes, how
lar young fraternity. The ritual is to ever, which afforded a good view of
be wholly revised along Masonic lines the eclipse.
so as to place the order on a firmer
basis, and greater restrictions will be ECLIPSE OF MOON
WITNESSED LAST IIGHT.
placed on membership, although no
occupation will be barred. Another Important matter upder consideration is The people of New Mexico, and more
the establishment of a home. A pub- particularly of Santa Fe, had the op
lic reception was given the officers and portunity last night to witness a parmembers of the Grand Aerie at the tial eclipse of the moon. A great many
Tabor Grand Opera House this after- missed the sight but those who did
noon. The auditorium was packed. see it report that It was very well
Welcoming addresses were made by defined. In size it was 3.4 digits.
of the
Governor McDonald, Mayor Speer; Dr. practically covering
Sharpley, Worthy President of the moon's face. It began at 7:39 o'clock
in the evening, was at its height at
Denver Aerie, No. 30, and other
8:41 o'clock and ended at 9:43 o'clock,
the moon passing from west to east.
This eclipse, according to the alma
THIRTEEN NEW CASES REPORTED.
nacs, was visible best in the vicinity
of the 105th meridian, Santa Fe being
Yellow Fever Expert States That New between that and the 106th meridian.
Orleans Will Be Free of Infection
On the 30th of this month there will
in Forty ' Days .
be a total eclipse of the sun, which,
however, will be visible as such only
New Orleans, Aug. 15. Noon fever in Canada. It will be visible as a parreport: New cases in New Orleans tial eclipse in that section of the west
since C p. m., Monday, 13; total cases which is east of a line drawn from
to date 1,031; deaths today, five; total Dallas, Texas, through Denver, Colo
rado. .
deaths, 171. Dr. Gultteras, fever
predicts that New Orleans will
lie free from infection in forty days.
TAFT PARTY TO INSPECT
General Public is Hopeful.
SUGAR PLANTATIONS.
15.
New Orleans, La., Aug.
Hopefulness was manifested among
Manila, Aug. 15. Iloilo tendered the
the general public today over the yel- Taft party a magnificent reception toof
the
account
low fever situation on
day. The civic military forces paradshrinkage of cases during the preced ed and at night the party attended
hours, and the belief a banquet at which three hundred peoing twenty-fou- r
is saining ground that the 105 cases
ple were present. The party will sail
reported from Saturday will prove to tomorrow for Bacolod, the capital of
be the terminus of the present visita Occidental Negros, where an
inspec
tion of the disease.
tion of sugar plantations will be made.
one-thir-

d

ex-ler- t,

HEAVY STORMS CAUSE
MUCH

Cincinnati,

DAMAGE

Ohio,

Aug.

IN

OHIO

15.

Wind

and rain storms last night caused
damage that ia estimated at several
hundred thousand dollars in south
western Ohio, ant. eaa serious damage
in other parts of the state and Ken
tucky and Indiana.
-

NO. 151.

--

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
HAVING PROSPEROUS

YEAR.

New York, Aug. 15. The Standard
OH Company declared" a dividend for

the past quarter of six dollars a share,

payable on September 15, making $30

a share so far this year against

$29

a share in the corresponding period

of last year.

AFTER THE
RAILROADS
Secretary of Agriculture Begins
Investigation of Live Stock
Transportation

REFRIGERATOR
Are Also

state

FROM QUESTA TO EMIUDO

ARTICLE FIVE
AN OBSTACLE
To

the Favorable Conclusion
the Peace Conference at
Portsmouth

o

LINES CESSION OF SAKHALIN

to Be Probed by the Inter
Cemmaree Commission-Sa- nta
Fe is Among Violators.

Envoys Defer Its Consideration Unti
the Last Four of the Points
Have Been Agreed Upon.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 15. Secretary of
Portsmouth, Aug. 15. The follow
Agriculture James Wilson, accompa- ing is ihe official announcement of the

nied by Dr. E. S. 'Salmon, chief of
he Bureau of Animal Industry, be
gan investigation here today into live
stock transportation. "We have come
o Chicago to learn the actual comli-ionof live stock traffic," said Senv- iry Wilson. "We want to see for our
selves just what the situation is so
we can handle
it intelligently
at
The law provides that
Washington.
cattle shipped in cars which are' not
provided with conveniences for feed- ng and rest shall be taken out ahd
fed at least once in 28 hours. We want
to determine what conveniences are
necessary in orVer to feed and rest

Denver & Rio Grande Management
Considering Construction of Broad
Gauge Between These Points.

GIRL KILLED
AT LASVEGAS

News reaches the New Mexican that
Denver & Rio Grande surveyors are
Ten-Yea- r
Old Boy Discharges
making a preliminary survey for a
broad gauge railroad from Fort GarShotgun With Fatal
land, Colorado, to the town of Questa
in northern Taos County, a distance of
about fifty miles. The line" is through
a comparatively speaking, open country, passing through the thrivingtowns THOUGHT IT UNLOADED
of San Luis, Colorado, Costilla, New
Mexico, thence to Questa ; from Questa
to connection with the present narrow Miguel Rimbart Shoots Antonio Griego
With Revolver, Through Jealousy
gauge road of the Denver & Rio
Grande at Embudo, through the Red
Victim May Die.
River Canon, and the cauon of the Rio
Grande. It would not be a difficult
Las Vegas was the scene of two
matter to build the road as there would
be a water grade through the canon for shootings yesterday which resulted in
a distance of about fifty miles. The the death of one and fatal Injury to
line would be about five miles in the another person. Gordon Grlest, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. F.
Red River Canon and then would fol
of the Meadow City, shot and
Griest,
low the Rio Grande to Embudo. The
almost instantly killed Alvlna Polaa-kl- .
construction would not be hard, as it
The girl was thirteen years old
would be nearly all side hill work. Peowas employed at the Grlest home
and
ple who have good sources of informa- as a domestic. While she was washtion are of the opinion that a perman
ing the dishes yesterday afternoon
ent survey for the Denver & Rio the
came up with a double bar
Grande from Fort Garland via San reledboy
which he pointed at
shotgun,
Luis, Costilla and Questa, and thence the girl and then pulled the trigger.
down the Canon of the Red River and The load entered the
girl's shoulder.
Rio Grande, will soon be made, and completely
It away, and a
tearing
this, it is presumed, Is for the purpose portion of the shot entered fer lung,
of ascertaining the availability of the death
resulting within fifteen min
route, the grades and cost of construc- utes. The boy claims that he did
tion. The line would leave the town not know the gun was loaded. He
of Taos about eight miles to the east. has been considered as Incorrigible
This cut-of- f
would shorten the distance and nas made a great deal of trouble
between Denver and Santa Fe about for his parents before this.
twenty-fiv- e
Held Under $2,000 Bonds.
miles. It would also make
As a result of unfounded jealousy
the operation of this division cheaper
and easier by eliminating the heavy Miguel Rimbart yesterday at Las Vepull up Comanche Hill, north of Em gas shot and fatally wounded Antonio
budo. This cut-of- f
would also pass Griego. Rimbart has a youug wife
through the villages of Clenguilla, of whom he is Insanely jealous, apGlenwoody and Rlnconada; the line parently without cause. Griego, who
would be sure of a heavy freight traffic Is a clerk In the store of Appel Brothfrom the day of its completion, in mer ers, had started down town, but had
chandise, in live stock, and in ores; a only taken a few steps until Rimbart
good passenger traffic would also be ran after him. The latter had a revolver In his hand and struck Griego
developed.
Since the Denver & Rio Grande has on tie head wtih ..ie weapon. He
placed a comfortable and dally passen then turned the muzzle toward his
ger train on Its Antonlto division be victim and shotwas him through the
immediately ar- tween Antonlto and this city, the pas- tniglu Rimbart
was
in the sum of
and
held
ested
senger traffic on this train has Increased considerably, and from this, it is $2,000 to await the outcome of Grlego'a
which are considered to be
judged that the passenger traffic on injuries,
From what can be
very serious.
the Fort

morning session:
In the morning sitting of August
15th, the conference discussed arti
cles four and five. Article four was
unanimously agreed upon. Not being
able to arrive at. a unanimous decision
on article live, the envoys have de
cided to take note of the divergence of
views and proceed to the discussion of
other articles. The conference will be
resumed at 3 o'clock."
Article four relates to the surrender
of the Russian lease on Liao Tung
Peninsula, and. article five, which was
passed over on account of differences,
io the cession of Sakhalin Island to
the Japanese.
cattle In transit."
or Violation of Interstate Commerce
Article Four Disposed of SatisfacAct.
torily.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. The
Portsmouth, N. II., Aug. 15. Article
Commerce Commission, or. its four of the peace conditions, has been
wn initiative and as a result of com agreed upon. The Associated Press
plaints against private car lines, lorr,.- - Is Informed that, while covering the
surrender of the lease, of Llao Tung
nexpectedly began an Invest lga
of the railroad and refrigerator
Igvninsula and Blonde and Elliott Is- lines, by both of which it is char,6
tis, which are inciuueu in me lease-(I- ,
hat the act regulating interstate qc
"article 4" does not touch Port
merce is being violated in several Jt
hur and Dalny, which are covered
tied particulars. The complaint!
separate articles. Japan, it is un- forth by the commission is diref eistood, insists at least for the pres- of these two
upon occupation
igamst the Armour Car line, f.
n ts
nierican Refrigerator Transport.'!!
ompany, the 'Santa Fe Refrigerf
Dispatch and eleven railroads, lnf
rj.
Aug. is. At me niorn- ing the Atcnison, Topeka & Santa
session of the peace conference
ml the Southern Pacific.
lay the consideration of article 4,
to the Liao Tuns Penin- 'V; !; lich'rela!
la and the surrender ot 'he Run- t"
W' I
SCMETHING DOING
n leases, was begun. As the ces- IN REVENUE SERVI&U.i'n of Sakhalin is the iif'h article
cutnatural deduction wouia no mat off
learned it appears that Rimbart
would prove quite satisfactory
would
witness
collision
and
the
fay
thought, when Griego stopped to anRumored in Washington That Fo
within a short time.
It
But
a
deadlock.
swer the young woman about the
ysibly
appeared
Have Been Asked to
. Agents'
The New Mexican's information is store, that he was talking to Mrs.
e likely that the question of the
.
Resign.
to the effect that business on the New Rimbart and that his insane jealousy
l
pion of the island, upon which Mexico
Out No- Division of the Denver & Rio prompted the deed.
itAer side is prepared to yield,
sh.
The Washington Star "of
aen reached by mutual agreement Grande from Antonlto to this city, has
ould be postponed until the end of late been quite satisfactory, and
gives the report of a rumored ;?h'ae- SANTA FE COUNTY INSTITUTE.
i The policy of each side is understood that during the past two months this
up in the internal revenue sei-vlwhich C. H. Burg, who Is weil known to be to maneuver to place the re division has paid as well as any on the
Opens in This City With a Very Gratiin Santa Fe, where he has several sponsibility
of a rupture on the road.
fying Attendance of Teachers
The building of the broad gauge cut
times been a visitor, is concerned. other. It is regarded as a practical
28 in All.
.
The Star says:
certainty that neither side will insist off above described and the broad
"There has been a big shake-uat this juncture upon precipitating gauging from Embudo to this city
The Santa Fe County school
among the revenue agents of the in the situation which will decide this is- would be the commencement of a great
opened yesterday morning with a
ternal service, but just how far it has sue. If in the end an agreement were tourist and excursion business from good enrollment.
County School Su
Is
is
a
matter
of
the
world
to
It
be
found
the Queen City ot the Plains to the perintendent Marcelino Garcia was
gone
speculation.
impossible,
stated, however, that four well known would know and be able to form its City of the Holy Faith. People living present and addressed the teachers In
revenue agents have been asked for judgment of the merits of the re- along the line of the Denver & Rio a neat speech which was much ap
their resignations, and at least two of spective contentions and .place the Grande between Denver and Pueblo, preciated. Superintendent J. A. wood
the four have come here for a per blame for the prolongation of the and at these two points, and the many and Professor J. R. Williams, of the
sonal conference with Commissioner carnage in the far east. The very thousands of tourists in the Centennial city schools,
then made short ad
the Internal Revenue fact that ultimately the world will be State, would then make it a point to dresses, after which the work of the
Yerkes of
Bureau.
enabled to fix the responsibility for a visit this section of the Territory often, institute began.
This work will be
"These are Captain Charles H. In rupture and that in final analysis and many of them would spend weeks carried on according to the following
gram, in charge of the New England the two countries are on trial before and months in the mountain ranges plan:
Professor J. R. Williams will
work, stationed at Boston, and C. H. the public, that very opinion of the east and west of this city. While the give instruction in United States his
Burg, who has had a section of the world constitutes the main hope for building of this cut-of- f
is not yet a cer- tory, advanced arithmetic, physiology
southwest under his charge, and has a successful outcome of the negotia tainty, the New Mexican understands and advanced geography; Superin
been located In Texas. The names of tions. Article 3, which was agreed that the Denver & Rio Grande authori- tendent J. A. Wood will give Instruc
the other two agents could not be to yesterday, itj developed today, was ties are
considering its construction tion in primary arithmetic, primary
learned today.
incorrectly stated to be the cession of very seriously. It would certainly geography, pedagogy, and English
"Commissioner Yerkes would not the Chinese Western Railroad. That be a
for that road and for grammar; Miss DuVal will give indiscuss the matter. Those in a posi- article will come later. The third ar Taos great thing
and Santa Fe Counties were it to struction in primary reading and lantion to know, say that Commissioner ticle pertained to the restoration of be
built, and that within the next guage and in number work.
Yerkes had personally been watching Chinese administration in the province
Ine sessions of .ae institute open
twelve
months.
the work of the revenue agents, who of Manchuria and was a necessary and
promptly at 8 o'clock each morning
are really the secret investigating natural sequence to article 2, proand close at 12:15 o'clock noon, thus
agents of the bureau, and has con- viding for the mutual evacuation and SUB IRRIGATION GIVES
giving the teachers an opportunity for
EXCELLENT RESULTS. study during the afternoons and evecluded that some of them have mot mutual recognition of Chinese terri
been doing their duty in detecting torial integrity and the "open door
nings. Visitors are always welcome
some of the things going on."
policy for which American diplomacy
A farmer of Tularosa, in Otero Coun at all times.
has fought.
The following teachers have enty, has succeeded in raising a yellow
rolled to date, and more are expectRussia Ready for Supreme Effort in mango wurtzel, which "weighs 113-ELECTRIC LIGHTS ARE
Manchuria.
pounds and a sugar beet weighing 8 ed during the week: Clemente Ortia,
ASSURED FOR ARTESIA.
15.
St.
Peters pounds. These were raised on unlrrl-gate- Victorlano Cruz, J. L. Smith, Antonio
The
New York, Aug.
Mon-toyland, but have had sufficient Silva, Ramon Garcia, Manuel N.
burg correspondent of the Times says
M. H.
J.
Ortiz
Baca,
y
Jose
com
declared
while
moisture
an
because
of
nearness
of
that
personage
County,
Artesia, Eddy
the
Important
J. Romero,
paratively a new town, is forging to to him yesterday that if Japan did the water to the surface. The honey Alarid, H. B. Baca, Antonio
the front very rapidly. The village not abandon her demand for indemni crop at Tularosa is very short this Candido Ortiz, Frank H. Silva, J. R.
trustees have decided to have elec- ty the negotiations at Portsmouth .year. No reason can be stated for Williams, J. A. Wood; Mrs. Emma
tric lights and are only waiting ,in would be broken off this week. Ev- this but the general opinion is that Gonzales, Mrs. Dora C. Fletcher, Miss
order to give the franchise to the ery preparation he said, had been it is because devastating moths have es Sadie Barney, Louisa Schnepple,
company which will offer the best made for a general mobilization, with robbed the flowers of their honey and Amelia Gutterman, Elizabeth Phelps,
terms. Several companies are already the view to a supreme effort in Man- the busy bee has been unable to ob- Ellen F. Daniels, Elizabeth DuVal,
Eudora Cowperthwaite, Pilar Ortiz,
In the field to secure this franchise. churia in the present year, and Rus- tain any.
Louise Alarid, Lute Foster, Minnie
An ice plant and a cold storage sia would play her last card before
Craig, and Katherine Kllday; twenty-eigh- t
house are also among the Improve- accepting the dishonorable conditions CONCORD TO TAKE THE
in all.
ments which Artesia will have in of peace.
PLACE OF BENNINGTON.
time for the summer season of 1906.
Manchuria Always a Question of
CARBOLIC ACID CAUSES
E. A. Clayton is laying out an adDispute.
-- The
DEATH OF INFANT.
Aug. 15.
navy
Washington,
dition to the town which will con
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. Follow department has decided to place the
tain large residence lots with graded
war between Japan and China gunboat Concord on the active list of
At Flora Vista, San Juan County,
streets, and which will contain 22 ing the of
peace was signed on April the navy. It will take the place of last Saturday, Lyon, the
acres.
Shade trees will be planted a treaty
Li Hung Chang and Li Chlng the Bennington on the Pacific station, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Stewart,
along all the. streets and avenues in 17, 1895,
China and Count Ito that vessel going out of commission found a bottle of carbolic acid on the
representing
Fong
the new addition.
and Viscount Mutsu representing Ja on account of the boiler explosion at floor and drank a portion of it Before
San Diego. California.
pan.
help could be secured the little fellow
MILLS ON MARKET
died in great agony.
By the treaty China
' FOR WOOL CROP
the Independence of Tung peninsula after the treaty had
Recognized
been ratified. Japan was told she HORSE THIEF VI3ITS
Korea.
must
surrender Manchuria or fight
.. LAS VEGAS STABLE.
to
Manchuria
of
Ceded
part
Japan
boston, Mass., Aug. 15. The wool
again. Russia, in particular, was permarket Is steady, although not en- in the Llao and Yalu river countries.
M. L. Cooley, of Las Vegas, is minus
Japan,
Ceded Formosa and the Pescadores. emptory In her demands.
tirely active. The numbeT of buyers
to
a
was
forced
weakened
the
war,
horse, a bridle and a saddle, some
by
commercial
to
extensive
Gave
Japan
from the smaller mills has Increased
give in, and Manchuria remained a thief having visited his stable Sunand this is given as a favorable indi- rights and privileges.
Agreed to pay a war indemnity of field for the larger war operations day night Two mules were also takcation that the woolen mills are more
now drawing to a close. Again it has en but have been recovered. A reward
largely represented than formerly. 200,000,000 taels.
The receipts have been large during
Russia, France and Germany pro- become a subject of peace discussion. of $65 is offered for the conviction of
the thlcl
tested against the cession of the Llao This time Japan wil fix the terms.
the past week.
,
s
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called at the Bureau of Immigration
where he was'luniished data upon ihe
ol
iii:,u ii:il iirouruss ilUd COUdilioUS
the Territory, but where no politics
were alluded to. It there was auy
place iu the Territory Air. Curtis visited w here but little was said of single
or joint statehood, it was Santa Fe.
As to personal differences between Mr.
ltodey and Mr. Curtis, that is another
proposition. The New Mexican leaves
this field open but insists that the
question of joint or separate statehood
tor the Territory should not be mixed
with personal differences.

Entered as Second Class Matter at
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
COUNTY HISTORICAL

SOCIETIES.
An Albuquerque man writes to one
of the-- Denver papers suggesting that
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
a monument be erected on the battle
$ .25
Daily, per week, by carrier
held of Glorieta, Santa Fe County,
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
where after a two days' stubborn fight,
75
Daily, per month, by mail
southwest was saved to the Union
the
r.
7.50
by mall
by
Daily, one
by the defeat of Sybley's Texans
4.00
Daily, six months, by mail
Colorado and New Mexico volunteers
2.00
Daily, three months, by mail
under Colonel J. P. Slough. The cor
2.00
year
Weekly, per
respondent wants Colorado to erect
1.00 the monument but New Mexico should
Weekly, six months
75 not be second In
Weekly, per quarter
marking this notable
25
month
Weekly, per
spot. Most of the battle fields of the
Civil War are marked not only by one
.
t K..f lir niunt
f thfiltl tltlil
The New Mexican Is the oldest
ba,tUsflelll 0 Glol4ta. al0Iie of
newspaper in New Mexico. It is
ithe aCQn of the most importalU bat
to every postofflce in the Territory, tie
grounds of the bloody Civil War,
circulaand has a large and growing
New Mexico is very
is unmarked.
tion among the Intelligent and
slow in properly marking its historic
people of the Southwest.
spots and many of them can no longer
be accurately located. Every county
should have its county historical so
ciety affiliating with the New Mexico
Historical Society, giving it new ener
gy and life and at the same time
looking after the historical records
NO ROOM FOR PERSONALITIES.
landmarks of a circumscribed
and
In a letter published In the Albu- district.
this work,
By localizing
querque Corporation Sheet, Saturday more interest can be awakened and
B. S. Rodey takes more
last,
telling work done. There is
William E. Curtis, staff coiespond-en- t hardly an eastern county, or western
to
of the Chicago Record-Herald- ,
county tor that, outside of New Mexitask for not booming joint statehood co and Arizona, that does not have
and for telling some truths about Al- - ltg historical society. And yet, where
buquerque and other places in New is there a county iu all of the United
Mexwo. Mr. Rodey also insinuates States, where memorable events have
thatiMr. Curtis was sent to make this crowded themselves within so small
trip through New Mexico and to write a circle as here in Santa Fe? There
the l.wters he did, by certain capital- is not a wagon road that does not
ists vjho are opposed to joint state- pass one or more places and landhood for New Mexico and Arizona. It marks of historic significance
and
is a thousand dollars to a dollar that which should be marked with at least
Mr. Rodey has not a scintilla of evi- a stone or boulder inscribed with the
dence for this assertion. That he may name and date. This work is too local
think so and believe it, the New Mex- and yet too comprehensive for the
ican Is free to admit, but that his be New Alexico Historical Society
to
lief and suspicions are unfounded, is j undertake and should be pushed by
also certain. Mr. Rodey's letter is an local organizations. Who will issue a
unfortunate effusion and in all likeli- call for a meeting for the organizahood will hurt New Mexico a great tion of the Historical Society of Sandeal more than it can possibly do ta Fe County?
harm to Mr. Curtis.
The trouble with the Albuquerque
A TEST OF PARTY LOYALTY.
crowd of joint statehood leaguers is,
A great' political party is the com
that they imagine they are "the whole posite of many minds and often of
cheese" and that the people of the Ter- divergent views upon minor questions
ritory, or at least 95 out of every although in harmony upon great prin
100, who happen to be of a different
ciples. This results in differences and
opinion on Joint statehood or other unfortunately at times, in factions.
political matters, do not exist. The The Republican party in West Vir
New Mexican is perfectly willing and
ginia at present deems itself so strong
glad to give Mr. Rodey credit for that it is indulging in the luxury of
the good work he did as delegate to a bitter factional scrap over the
Congress and for his efforts to obtain question of assessments and taxation.
single statehood, during the first three Of course, this is unwise,
idiotic,
years of his term. It has done so for no part?; Vc, ver so strong that it
many a time and will cheerfully; jeiW 'is safe to divide it upon questions of
erate thejnraiafttnat he then and there Internal differences. There is always
deserfed. Mr. Rodey has a perfect room for differences of opinion within
iarrrvtght to favor joint statehood, to work the ranks, and ample chance to voice
for it with might and main, to spend these differences but there is never
his time advocating it, to send out tons occasion for a factional
be it in
' of literature in favor of it and to do West Virginia or in New fight,
Mexico. Sen
any and everything proper and fair ator Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virto further his object. On the other ginia, but formerly of New Mexico,
hand, the thousands and thousands of gives very good advice, advice the re
citizens of this Territory who disagree suit of a life of political ambition, ob
with Mr. Rodey upon this question, servations and success which New
have a right to disagree and to act Mexico and West Virginia Republicans
upon their own ideas without being should take to heart. He says: "The
assailed by the Albuquerque
Joint test of true Republicanism is loyalty
Statehood Leaguers or Mr. Rodey. If to the state and federal administrathere are thousands of citizens who tion." That should be the touchstone
want single statehood, they have as to test the claims of the man who
good a right to express their views says that he is a Republican. Without
as have Mr. Rodey and the Albuquer-- ,
loyalty there can be no party organique Joint Statehood Leaguers. Mr. zation and without organization there
Curits looked upon the situation as he can be no party victories nor triumphs
saw it and used the knowledge gath- of
party principles. Let there be dif
ered by his own investigations, by the ferences of opinions, that is a sign of
examination of official reports and by healthy interest, and let there be a
talking with prominent citizens. That thorough discussion of these differen
he did not fall in with Mr. Rodey's ces, that Is a sign of activity that
views is very natural because where augurs well for success, but let there
he met one citizen of New Mexico who be at the same time loyalty to the
- favored
joint statehood, he found fif- federal and the state or territorial
teen who did not favor it, or who in- administration, if those administra
sist upon separate statehood and quite tions are by the party. Those admina number who still desire to remain istrations, either
directly or indirectly,
in the territorial condition.
These represent the will of the party, yea,
men are neither knaves nor are they more, they represent the will of the
unpatriotic nor are tney backbiters majority of the people, and until the
and knockers. They simply have the party or the people have reversed
courage of their convictions despite themselves, thus long the true test of
their abuse by the Albuquerque Joint party loyalty and of patriotism Is
Statehood League and will express steadfastness in the support of that
fhem regardless of what that league administration, even though there may
or Mr. Rodey think about them and be protests on account of particular
regardless of their displeasure. In the actions of the administration or phas
first part of his letter Mr. Rodey es of its policy.
states in effect, that Mr. Curtis consulted only with territorial officials
In India the general opinion pre
while in this city and received his cues
vails that It is much more Important
upon the statehood question from to have a good
private secretary to
them, fell in with their views and the viceroy than to have a flrstclass
hence wrote letters opposed to joint
in India
What holds
statehood for the two territories. The viceroy. holds good good
else.
anywhere
probably
New Mexican is in a position to state
a man has been made or unmade
Many
that this assumption is not a fact. Mr. bv his private secretary or under
Curtis and party reached this city Fristudy, of whom the world never hears
day afternoon, remained Saturday and and whose rewards are comparatively
Sunday, leaving Sunday hight for the small.
-

pro-gress-
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HEROISM MUST BE ITS OWN RE
WARD.
The eastern papers are ringing
with the story of the heroism of two
employes of the Pennsylvania Rail
road. A freight conductor and a telegraph operator off duty, at imminent
peril of their lives extinguished a
to two
blaze which had extended
freight cars loaded with powder and
which were part of a long freight
train. The roof of one of the cars
was on fire and one of the men
climbed to the top of it while the
other handed up buckets of. water
with which to extinguish the blaze. In
the other car, the beams in the interior
were smouldering and the two men
extinguished the fire with wet rags.
The company, which is the richest
railroad corporation in the world, rewarded the men, who had saved it
many thousands of dollars worth of
property and prevented a frightful
catastrophe at the peril of their own
lives, by presenting each with a gold
watch. It is a mighty good thing that
heroism does not depend upon pecuniary reward else there would be little
of it to record or to reward these
days when the dollar mark is the
measure of the man.
QUESTION OF SIDEWALKS.
The city council passed the resolution last. Monday, instructing its committee of streets and bridges, to look
after the immediate enforcement of
the city ordinance, providing for the
construct ion of brick sidewalks on
certain business streets and residence
avenues.
Up to date, nothing has
been done in this regard. It is certainly remarkable that the members
of the city administration and property owners, should be so short-sighteand so ridiculously selfish in this matter. Every foot of brick pavement
or crossing put down, helps the city
in many ways, makes it more pleasant,
more healthy, more comfortable for
tourists, travelers and citizens gen
erally, and is conducive to health and
cleanliness. The more comfortable
and healthy this city, the more tourists
and travelers, as well as health seekers will come here and spend their
money with the merchants and business men. . It is remarkable that
people cannot understand or heed this
AGAIN

THE

fact.

"While it is qutly going on now
for New
still the open scramble
Mexico federal positions is not i ex
pected to get loud and lively until
some
time after the first of fhe
year." Springer Stockman.
Well what of it? Why should not
citizens of this Territory be applicants for federal offices? Is there any
thing criminal about it? Is there any
thing disgraceful to it?

;
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Mother.

A.

small children during uw
uard
er of the summer monthsAsto ag rule
troubles
against bowel
give a child ar
it Is only necessary tocorrect
any
dose of castor oil to
use any
not
Do
bowels.
of the
the
substitute, but give
a.
castor oil, and see that it is fresh tenhas
a.
and
nauseates
rancid oil
this does not
dency to gripe. If
s
check the bowels give Chamberlain
Remedy
Diarrhoea
and
Colic Cholera
the
and then a dose of castor oil, and
incipl-encdisease may be checked in its
and all danger avoided. The
castor oil and this remedy should be
for
procured at once and kept readyindifirst
the
as
soon
as
use
instant
cation of any bowel trouble appears.
ti,i ia tho most successful treatment
known and may be relied upon with
of
implicit confidence even in cases
ntutn. For sale by all
druggists.

The Chicago University is still'
success at employing freak profess!""
One of the faculty, Thomas Starr
name, has just announced, and
willingly and earnestly, that
proven by his TV.r.tsaie'ien nat ch
brought,-uby their mothers are
barous and savage like. What the
lessors of that University will asi

Governor Vardaman of

Mississippi,

says that he will not interfere with
the actions of the United States Ma
rine Hospital Service in trying to
stamp out yellow, fever in New Or
leans. He has sense enough to realize
that yellow jack is much stronger
than the average doctrine of states'
rights.

gpiegelberg.

I

San Francisco Street.

57

ana mexican Wares ana Curios

Indian

Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Llns.

y

1

VISITORS AND STRANGERS
If you are a visitor or stranger In
the citv and desire some place to
spend your leisure hours where you
will not get lonesome and wnere you
will receive the most cordial wei
come, drop into "The Club." All the
II
popular games and best brands of
and
cigars.
quors

PIAjWS BY FMIL

(Homestead Entry No. 7674.)
Notice for Publication.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 8, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,. on
September 19, 1905, viz.:
Mathias Nagel for the lots 8 and 9
section 2, lot 3, section 11, T 16 N, R
10 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
Encarnacion Ortiz, John K. Nagel,
Pantaleon Vigil, Martin Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Opportunities of this great piano
house brought to the door of
most distant customers.
Pianos into all sections

For thirty years we have been sending
of this and surrounding states, until the name of this firm has become a household word in almost every .locality.
Our carefully organized mail-ordplans have" done much to
customer deals direct
The
manner.
extend trade in this
same
the
is
and
house
with the
advantages in the way of
given
lives
who
the
as
terms
right here in Denver.
person
prices and
The testimony of hundreds, even thousands, might be given who
have purchased Pianos of us in this way, and who are prepared to
had bought at
say that the satisfaction was as complete as if they
our warerooms in person.
It matters not where you reside, we will ship a Piano on ap-- .
within
proval, and if the instrument should'prove unsatisfactory
sent
be
will
another
and
returned
be
ii reasonable period, it may
in its place.
Write for our list of bargains in new and slightly used Pianos,
from $325 to
including instruments that were priced originally
to
suit
terms
on
be
now
you, at such
can
which
easy
bought
$550,
as
prices
er

mail-ord-

Register.
the Market Equal to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and

Nothing on

Diarrhoea Remedy.

This fact Is well known to druggists everywhere, and- nine out of ten
will give their customers this preparation when the best is asked for.
Mr. Obe Wltmer, a prominent druggist of Joplin, Mo., in a circular to his
customers, says: "There is nothing
on the market in the way of patent
medicine which equals Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy

er

$195. $215. $225. $280. $300. $345.
of

$75 to
These prices represent clean savings on each Piano
send
to
buyer should not fail
$100, and the economical
receive
list
a postal for it at once. Writi- today now and you'll
by return mail.
out-of-to-

-

tead Entry No, 6,029.)
ice for Publication,
t of the Interior, Land
Fe, N. M., July 19th,

T

next cannot even be imagined by sen
sible people.

W

dla-orde-

We sell and
for bowel complaints.
this preparation." For
recommend
a sale by all druggists.

Of-ant- a

THE

OVERLOOK

DON'T

hereby given that the foiled settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
and that
In support of his claim,
said proof will be made before the
register or receiver at Santa Fe, N.
M., on August 24, 1905. viz.:
Teodoro Vianueva, for the SE
section 11, T 13 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Juan Madril, Juan Ortega, Marcos
Anaya, all of Galisteo, N. M., and Nicolas Tenorlo, of Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
i

B. S. Rodey and Will
' Register
lam E. Curtis, staff correspondent of
do not
the Chicago Record-Herald- ,
They Appeal to Our Sympathies.
speak as they pass, and all because
The bilious and dyspeptic are
Mr. Curtis looks upon certain matters
There is not one ol
connected with New Mexico different them, however, who may not be
ly from the views taken by Mr. Rodey. brought back to health and happiness
by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets. These tablets in
$100 Reward, $100
The rrariers of thin paper will ba pleased to vigorate the . stomach and liver and
learn that there is at least one dreaded strengthen the digestion. They also
disease that science has been able to cure In
all its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall's regulate the bowels. For sale by all
Catarrh ('lire Is the only positive cure now druggists.
Known to ma medical fraternity, catarrh
beinir a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall Catarrh
(Homestead Entry No. 5908.)
Cure is taken internally, actinar directl
Notice for Publication.
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
the disease, and giving the patient strength
8, 1905.
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature iu doing its work. The proprietors
Notice is hereby given that the fol
have so much faith in ita curative powers
named settler has filed notice
lowing
anv
otter
One
Hundred
Dollars
that they
for
ease that it fails to cure. Send for list of of his intention to make final proof in
testimonials.
support of his claim, and that said
Address P. J. CHENKY A CO., Tolepo O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75o.
,
proof will be made before the register
Take Hall s Family Fills for constipation.
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS September 20, 1905, viz.:
NE
Jose M. Ortega for the S
The New Mexican Printing Company
section 6. SW 4
has prepared civil and criminal dock SE 4 NW
Bectldn 5, T 16 N, R 12 E.
ets especially for the use of Justices NW
the following witnesses
He
names
of the peace. They are especially
to
his continuous residence upruled,, with printed headings, in either on prove cultivation of said
and
land, viz.:
Spanish or' English, made of good rec
Dionicio Sandoval, Bonifacio Sandoord paper, strongly and durably bound
Armijo, all of Pecos, N.
with leather back and covers and can val, Fernandex
M.; and Robert J. Ewing, of Glorieta,
vas sides; have full Index in front and N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the fees of justices 'f the peace and
Register.
in
full on the first
constables printed
Inches.
page. The pages are 10
Sick headache results from a dis
These books are made up In civil and ordered condition of the stomach
criminal dockets, separate, of 320 and is quickly cured by Chamberlain's
pages each, or with both civil, and Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
criminal bound In one book. 80 pages by all druggists.
civil and 320 pages criminal. To in
troduce them they are offered at the
following low prices:
Mail Your
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combination civil and criminal. .$5.00
FOR
For 45 cents additional for a single
New and Second Hand
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
SAFES Alio SCALES
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
iND SWE MONEY
printed heading is wanted. Address,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

south. The principal portion of this
time was spent by them as guests of
Those who have an Idea that the
Hon. L. B. Prince, who is not a terriagricultural land In the Territory
only
adis
a strong
torial official and who
Mexico Is to be found in the
New
of
vocate of joint statehood, if single
Pecos
statehood cannot be obtained and in- lower Rio Grande andbeautifulValleys
mounthe
should
visit
many
undeed, who, so the New Mexican
San
in
Santa
Miguel,
Fe,
tain
valleys
derstands, favors Joint more than he Mora, Rio Arriba and Taos Counties.
- does single
Mr. Curtis
statehood.
a trip would be an eye opener
called officially on Governor Otero and Suchthem.
for
an
hour.
lasted
interview
,rthe
probably
This Interview was published In full
The town of Springer in Colfax
The only other
In the
wll hold a fair this fall and
lentrth
ffloini
fnr
County
iinon
miip
hit
and
it a Legal blanks both English
of time, was Superintendent ot Public la making strong efforta to make
Maxioaa
for
sale
tha
New
correct
by
Spanish
This
the
is
Instruction Hiram Hadley, who talked, successful fair.
Printing Company.
.;
upon school matters to him. Ha aplrit.:
Record-Heral-
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His Master's Voice."
Have the greatest artists sing for you; have the greatest bands
and orchestras play for you; hear the latest song-hit- s
as sung by
hear
the
told
as
s'ories
the
foremost
funniest
popular singers;
by
; hear all this on the Victor, the greatest of all talking
machines. Its reproductions of sound are simply wonderful.

story-telle-

PRICES, $15 to

1--

1--

Orders

PARCELLS SAFE CO.

21

CanferalSU SaaPraaciaM,

Ca'.

$60

Send your name today for the "Dog Booh," which explains fully
and gives illustrations.
We have a Special Proposition for those who answer this within
the next ten days. Ask us about it.

1--

1--
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THE

MUSIC COBPAIIY

KNI6HT-CAMPB- EU

(The Largest Music Concern in Colorado.)
Occupying entire building at
California St.
1625-87-39-3-

I

1

DENVER, COLORADO.

Chas Vagne Fvtnitvte Co.
Dealer In

Furniture. Qneenswar,

Onttlm Tin wars

8toTM and Ranges.
Household

of All Xiods
Easy Payments--

Goods

Sold ob

Buy and Sell all kinds of Second Hard 60001

Wtnati
Chaa. WW

d rrf--f

Kealdeac 'Fkoa So.

pictore Frames and Llotdiiaa
H1SWS.

Tclepboaa No. to.
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Ban Vtaxciaco Street.

i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, August 1 5, J 905.

3

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

DENVER& RETURN

WM. M. BERGER,

WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Secretary.

Wilfafd Town and Improvement Company.

$ J 6.90

Via

"r'

ANNUAL MEETING, GRAND AERIE, FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES, ANNUAL
MEETING AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC
AS OC IATION, August 2th and 1 3,
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT GRAND ARMY
OF.THE REPUBLIC. August 30th to Sept 4.
1

For further particulars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
Topeka, Kans.
Santa Fe, N.

rr

rTTTVy?TTTfyv

July 25, 1905.

Incorporated
OWNER

OF THE TOWNSITE

ilSaa BsEmbJ ilZaggal
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THE GATEWAY

LOTS NOW ON SALE.

PRICES FROM $25 UP.

Call on or

address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS

at

1ST. MICHEL'S COLLEGE

a It
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Qiiii ino Montoya, aged 72 years, died

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ist week at Las Vegas after a linger

Do Not Neglect a Cold.
weakens the
lowers the

Every cold

Vitality and makes the

Lungs,

system less able to withstand each succeeding cold, thus
paving- the way for more serious diseases.
-

CAN YOU AFFORD TO TAKE SUCH CHANCES ?

IGM)WG).I
PERMANENTLY CURES

i

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
cougn,
Asthma, croup, wnoopmg
Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Sore Lungs.HORE- -

EVERY MOTHER SHOULD KNOW THAT BALLARD'S
HOUND SYRUP CONTAINS NO OPIATES, DOES NOT
CONSTIPATE CHILDREN AND WILL POSITIVELY
CURE CROUP AND WHOOPING COUCH.
MRU. 8ALLIE LOCKBAR, Goldthwalto, Tex., sayti "Wi
have used Ballard's Uorehonnd Syrup In my family for several years,
and It always gives satisfaction. When the children had Cronp and
Whooping Cough It always relieved them at once, and I would not bo
without it in the house, as it is the BEST MfcDKJlNK we know of."

Best Remedy for Children.
Every Bottle Guaranteed.
THREE SIZESi ZSe, BOO and 8 1.OO.
BALLARD SNOW LINIMENT CO., ST.LOUIS, MO. ,

ing' illness.
Mrs. G. P. Glenn, wife of a ranch

man of Varney, Lincoln County, died
of apoplexy at Alamogordo last week.
Merencinno Baca has been appointed
uard at the San Miguel County jail
it Las Vegas, vice Jose Gallegos, re 2
signed.
The machinery for the artesian well
in that
at Alamogordo has
town and work will be at once commenced on the drilling.
The Legal Tender Restaurant at
Carlsbad caught re last week and
was damaged to the amount of about
were extint:!0(i before the Humes
guished.
Tv:o car loads of Indian
ponh'S
over
passed through Lamy
the Santa Fe for Kansas City . They
came' from Arizona and were all halter broke.
Juan Cristobal Garcia and Miss
Teodora Montoya, of Manuelltas, last
week secured the 56th marriage II- cense from the San Miguel County '

oxes

?!

Apples and

Peach Boxes

t bytheCarorby
i the Hundred
We Cariy Stock in Santa
Fe and Espanola.

The 47th Year Begins Sept. 4, 1905.

Write for prices.

C

L.

BROTHER BOTULPH, President.

POLLARD, CO..

ESPANOI,A, N. M.

j
'

clerk's

office.

PLEASANT EVENING
be spent at "The Club" with
associates.
Courteous
gentlemon
treatment is accorded to all whether
you spend a cent or not. The best
brands of cigars 'and refreshments al
ways on hand.
A

Last week at the Indiana colony
near Alamogordo in Otero County, ihe
third well in a month was put down.
The three wells are 80, 115, and 102
leet deep, respectively.
The peach crop is now occupying
the attention of the fruit, growers ol
the Pecos Valley and they are busy
picking, sorting and shipping the crop,
which this year is fine in quantity,
size and flavor.
Herbert Crippcn at Alamogordo,
vho started u fast on the 30th day of
his forty-fourtday
June, passed
without food yesterday and is stilt
rusting. This beats the wonderful
former record of Dr. Tanner by four
days.
Professor E. D. Wright, of Carlsbad,
has gone to Lakewood, Eddy County,
and will take up his abode upon 320
acres of land which he has purchased
southwest of that town. He will immediately begin the drilling of an artesian well.
Near Mayhill, Otero County, last
week tin Indian skeleton was un
earthed by road workers, making the
seventh skeleton which has been discovered in that section recently. The
place may have been an Indian bury
ing ground, as all the skeletons were
the
found with the heads towards
west.
a
Socorro County is experiencing
dearth of school teachers, there being
forty-oddistricts in the county and
only about half that number of availand
able teachers. Four second-gradcertificates were
fifteen third-grad- e
awarded as the result of the teachers' examinations held at Socorro last
week.
The First National Bank of Carlsbad
has offered to loan the board of com
missioners of Eddy County the money
necessary to build the county bridge
across the Pecoa River, just north of
Carlsbad. The money Je loaned without interest and to be repaid whenever the county happens to have the
necessary surplus on hand.
Jose Lente, the Isleta Indian who
was attacked by the screw worm, is
now on the road to recovery, the physicians having extracted a number of
the worms and killed the remainder
by the use of mercurial ointment. A
number of the cattlemen of the Rio
Grande Valley in the vicinity of Isleta
have lost stock in the past few weeks
as the result of the blow fly and its
accompanying screw worm.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

QJO CALIENT

IT SPRINGS.

E

These Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly testlocated In the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
west

miles
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ancStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
arb'onlc. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of
e

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and wait3 for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further

a

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ofo

Proprietor
N.

Caliente. Taos County,

LOW HATES

EXCURSIONS.
"To louisville. Kentucky. Denver, Colorado Springs,
and rueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis. Memphis,
Kansas City, all points North and East.

'via

EL PASOf QRTiEASTERJl and HOq
ISLAND SYSTEMS.
LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules Finest Equipment
--

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars All the Way
'

-- Short

Line East.

For further Information call on or address
V. R. STILES.

mi

mm

Oenl. Pass. Agt E.

-

P.--

E. System.
EL PASO. TEXAS.
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HOTEL

I

The lair Hotel

Cau

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.
The most conveniently loccted and only
f and stpamhested
Hotel in the city. Electric lit hts, baths art) itriieiy pJtrr.bug
Cafe and Buffet
throughout
Everything up to date. First-clet- s
connected. Fine Sample Foom for Commercial Men.
fire-pr-

oc

&MEKICJLW

or ETJROI'IE.S.liT ZX-ZPostal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
Building Corner Plaza and 8an Francisco Street.

h

BY

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED

T",

3Lmp

LIT

1

THE PALACE HOTEL
i

MiMuuiiuryor

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

11

Maternity.

Nature, if left alone, will cure for Itself ;
this might have been true at some
time, but since for ages it has not been left
alone, but has been bound down and fettered
by the observances and mandates of society, it
can no longer care for
At no time does the truth of this appeal to us
more strongly than at that period of a woman's
life when she is about to become a mother.
Nature must be assisted at this crisis, and
for this very contingency

mlt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
Aireaa.-u.SXTa,sja.I.e-taSanta, ITe, Ne-- Mexico
a

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

has been devised that the muscles and tissues
imprisoned and weakened as they have been
by the dress of our higher civilization, may
fulfill without undue suffering and possible
lasting harm, the functions for which the Creator intended them.
Mother's Friend by its kindly offices softens
and relaxes these parts and enables the mother
to be, to pass through the parturient period

and actual crisis with practically no suffering
to herself and an easy delivery of her offspring.
It is applied externally as a massage, and is
a
soothing, and most efficacious
liniment. $ i oo. All druggists. Our book
" Motherhood " sent free on request.

Bpadfiold Regulator Oo.,
OA.
ATLANTA.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND. CANDY
. JACOB WELTMER . .

66W&mm

lb

Vearas

99

NORTHERN (JEW MEXICO FAIR

ARRIVALS.

Palace: George B. Paxton, Denver;
Mrs. Neill B. Field, Albuquerque;
Mrs. F. V. Parker, Minneapolis, Min

AND FALL CARNIVAL

nesota.

Claire:

B. A. Bronson,

Muskogee,

Indian Territory; J. A. McDonnell,
Willard; J. S. Goshorn, Hubbell, Nebraska; Herman C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas;
S. O. Andros,

Albuquerque;

O. Link

and children, Durango; A. N. Cutting,
Ben Weiler, Denver; E. M. Swayze,

Mae Brissey, St Louis; O. W. Sylvester, F. G. Sylvester, Monte Vista. Colorado; E. J. Culp, Hooper, Colorado;
Vivian C. Thompson, ServHleta; Louis
Ferguson, Kansas City; Charles T.
Boyd, Philadelphia.
Normandie: M. C. Hanawalt, A. E.
Boyer, St Louis; W. W. Compton.
Kansas City.

It Is an admitted fact that real es
tate and financial men and merchants
all say that quickest and best results
are obtained by advertising in the
New Mexican.

$7,000

Cow Boy Races.

Speed and Attractions

$7,000

Relay Races. Indian Races, Grand spectacular Hippo-

drome and Acrobatic Performances by artists especially imported from
the East, in front of the Grand Stand, daily.
GallinasPark has the finest race course and speedway of any community
between Kansas City and Los Angeles. The entertainment which will
be offered will be high class in every respect, and unique in many particulars.
For full information address

W. A. BUDDECKE, Secretary,
SEPTEMBER

26, 27

AND

28.

'LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

,v

.f.-j'iirr.u-

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Aagast J 5, 1905.

SAY

IRRIGATING FOR THIRD
CUTTING
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OF ALFALFA
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That's a Swell Looking Pair of Shoes You
--

Rftind Tell-

Have on.
KfcGI5TEHED

ing Me Where You

Got Thorn ?

Of course not.

I

got them at

No
I

always buy my shoes then.
I d like to have a
pair about like them.

Mind telling me what they cost ?
Of course not. I paid $5 for them.

Great Scott! I would have guessed
$6 at least as Hanan & Son shoes
are sold for $6 even in the East.
wonder if Salmon
can fit me as well
as he has you ?
I

Farmers in the southern Mesllla altheir
ley are beginning to Irrigate
falfa lands in order to secure a third

Charles Miena, of Moss, California,
is a guest at the Sanitarium.
George II. Van Stone, of Denver,
formerly of this rity, called on his
friends here today.
E. J. Culp, representing the Hooper,
Colorado flour nulls, called today on
the trade in Santa Fe.
Herman C, Ilfeld, merchant of the
Meadow City, was an arrival in Santa
Fe last evening on business.
S. 15. Grinishaw, assistant to the
president and" general manager of the
Santa Fe Central, returned last evening from a business trip to Denver.
George B. Paxton, mining engineer
of Denver, was registered today at the
Palace. He is interested In the Red
River mining district in Taos County.
Frank Dibert, assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central, gladdened the
hearts of the employes of the road
today by issuing pay checks for the
month of July.
Jose Inez Roybal, county commissioner from th third district at Nam-be- ,
was In the tily today, purchasing
goods with which to replenish the
stock in hia store.
Rev. Father J. I'. Schlmpf,' of Las
Vegas, who has been a guest of. the
Very Reverend Vicar General Antonio
was a passenger this
Fourchegu,
morning for the Meadow City.
J. S. Coshorn, of Hubbell, Nebraska, who is on his way to San Francisco, made the free side trip from
La my and took in the historic and
scenic attractions of Santa Fe today.
O. W. Sylvester and brother, F. G.
Sylvester, sheep and cattle men of
Monte Vista, Colorado, were in the city
this morning en route to Estancia
where they have gone to purchase
sheep.
B. A. Bronson, of Muskogee, Indian
Territory, was in the city today. Mr.
Bronson, who is a cattle raiser, is
looking into stock conditions in New
Mexico and if a suitable location can
be secured will locate here.
Miss Vivian C. Thompson, of
and guests, Miss Mae Brlssey
and Miss Lois Ferguson, of Kansas
City, were visitors In the Capital City
today. They will leave In the morning
for Denver for a short stay.
Judge A. J. Abbott left last evening
for Portland, Oregon, to visit the
Lewis and Clark Exposition.
Judge
Abbott will stop a day or two in
San Francisco on his way to Port
land. He expects to be away about
two weeks.
Sister Pauline, Sister Emerentiana
Sister Anthony, Sistey Mary Patrick
and Sister Alexandrine, who have been
in retreat at St. Vincent's Convent
in this city for 'the past week, returned
this afternoon to St. Joseph's Convent
at Albuquerque, which Is conducted
by the Sisters of Charity.
Mr. Meeker is expecting soon his
sister, Miss O A. Meeker, from Kansas. She has resigned her position
in the Allison School at Santa Fe
and will be here probably through
the winter. A brother, Rev. W. C.
Meeker sailed from New York last
Saturday for a mission field in South
America. Portalos Herald.
Ser-villet-

Certainly, he can
fit anybody, for he

carries a large stock

of all the sizes and

1S

widths. Everybody
likes his shoes.
249-251-25-

3

San Francisco

Street
SANTA FE,

IN.

M.

-

,-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE!

Deposits
We Pay

$2,000,000.00.
Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

IrSalBack

Paint

The Hallack Paint is composed of strictly pure white lead and
oxide of zinc, combined with pure linseed oil, turpentine and dryers;
tinted with the purest coloring material; the entire mixture being
scientifically prepared, the result of our climate experience, and
then ground to the finest degree, insuring Body, Durability and
Fineness. One gallon will cover 300 square feet, two coats.

For Sale by

Tk

1

A.

Hb Ik

228 San Francisco Street

Store

Telephone 14

Incorporated

1903.

Val-

liltliTIOH

SELIGfWI BROS.'

is a good pros-peccutting, of which there
made possible
Is
This irrigation
Cruces and
Las
the
that
fact
by the
well
now
supplied
are
Mesllla ditches
now
with water. Mission grapes are
the
and
Cruces
Las
from
being shipped
In the
crop looks fine Real estate
ta vprv. active and
ni i... oic 41,,-i"" rPAceaa
'j- V.uy
to this town in
come
have
more people
the past six months than in six years
previous.
t.

V6

1856.

Here's Your Chance!
A series of mammoth specials in many departments of our store.
Beginning August 1, we will sell all summer goods at greatly re-

.

duced prices.
WHITE GOODS, LAWNS, DIMITIES, PIQUES, COTTON
VOILES, SUMMER NOVELTIES, ETC.,
Have boon brought down so low that even the poorest of the poor
can be made happy.

LAKEWOOD'S TOWN WELL
DEVELOPS STRONG FLOW,
r

CO.

uci vofU nt Lakewood. Eddy Coun
the drillers struck a strong flow of

A

ty,
nrtetilan water in the town wen, ai
depth of 774 feet. The flow measures
nun anr! n half Inches over an eignt
inch ciisiriir. eaulvalent to about 300
irallous of water a minute. Saturday
thf drillers had reached a depth
R2S feet and are sinking the drill at
the rate of about 20 feet a day. They
eynect to strike the second and strong
est flow at near the 1,500 foot level
and believe that it will be the bes
ever brought In in that section.

Special Sale of Ladle' Waists, Skirts
and Trimmed Hats.
(Stylish and up to date.)

Men's and Boys' Clothing. Hats and Shoes
(Quality and wear guaranteed.)

Great Bargains in Underwear

Ladies', Men' s and Children's Underwear sold here that will
wear any underwear bought elsewhere.
Don't miss this opportunity of extraordinary
value-givin-

GERMAN

COACH STALLION
FOR SAN JUAN COUNTY

F. M. Harrison,

of Farmington,

SELIGIW

San

Juan County, has just returned from
Columbus, Ohio, where he purchased
a thoroughbred German Coach stal

The residents of the Pueblo of Is
leta, in Bernalillo County are making
great preparations for the celebration
of St. Augustine day on Sunday, Au
gust 27, Saint Augustine being , the
natron saint of the village. On Sun
day, September 3, will occur the an
nual "Harvest Dance" of the Indians
of Isleta. Both days will be most in
teresting and will attract a large
crowd of visitors.

g.

BROS. CO.

A

CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE OF THE CITY

I

WlfTfER GROCERYCO.
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
For Picnics and

THE DAYTON ELECTION
PASSED VERY QUIETLY
The election at Dayton passed off
very quietly last week and when the
polls had closed and the votes were
counted the result was as follows: W
F. Daugherty was elected justice of
the peace over S. P. Stanford by a
majority of two votes; J. O. Walling
was elected constable over A. W.
Henry by a majority of four votes.
Although the election was so close
there were no hard feelings.

Canned Meats.

OF HAGERMAN
HOLDS ELECTION

n

P. O. Box 219.

Lunches bay

TOWN

out-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods
FOR HALF

lion. A company will be organized
among the people of San Juan County
which will own the horse. The com
pany will be capitalized at $3,000, di
vided into fifteen shares. It is the in
tentlon to grade up the present horses
of that section.

ST. AUGUSTINE DAY AT
THE ISLETA PUEBLO

!

LIBBY, M'NEILLa LIBBY

We nave a fall
line; also
CHICKENS
alive or dressed.

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

TODAY.

The people of the town of Hager
man, Chaves County, today voted for
marshal and five trustees for the town.
D. L. Lang Is the only candidate for
the office of marshal and his election
will be unanimous. For trustees there
are eight candidates as follows: N. J.
Mrs. Neill B. Field, of Albuquerque, Fritz, O. R. Tanner, M. C. Moore, J.
accompanied by her guest, Mrs. F. V. W. Langford, E. D. Balcom, W. E
Parker, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, Bowen, Perry Wagnon and C. F.
rode on horseback yesterday from the White.
Field Cottage on the Upper Pecos to
the Capital City. Attorney Field ar BANK PRESIDENT INJURED
rived from Albuquerque ut noon today
IN RAILROAD WRECK
and accompanied Mrs. Field and Mrs.
Parker on their return to the Pecos.
A. J. Anderson,
president of the
J. A. McDonnell, railroad contractor, First National Bank of Alamogordo,
was Among the Injured passengers in
Conassociated with the Lantry-Shar- p
wreck of the Golden State Limited
the
firm
In
of
the
the
construction
tracting
near
Columbus Junction, Iowa, last
was
of
New Mexico,
Eastern Railway
in the city today on business. Mr. Mc- Thursday. The Injuries of Mr. Ander
Donnell says that owing to the delay son are not deemed fatal but he is in
in getting material from the east by a serious condition. He is at present
way of the Santa Fe that the contract in the Wesley Hospital In Chicago.
ors will hereafter purchase all the sup
EXCURSION.
plies possible from Santa Fe merSan Juan excursion to Salt Lake
chants and through Santa Fe mer
chants. Work on the Eastern is pro- City via tue Denver & Rio Grande,
for the round trip. Tickfare
gressing rapidly and satisfactorily to ets on$28.50
sale August 14th. Final reall concerned. Mr. McDonnell return
turn limit September 1st
ed to Willard this afternoon.
F. H. M'BRTOE, Agt
S. M .HOOPER, G. P. a.
EDDY COUNTY PEACH
CROP WAS SATISFACTORY.
WANTED A strong, capable worn
an to care for an aged lady. Address
The shipment of peaches from Eddy Mrs. Fletcher, rooms opposite liCounty has been very heavy this sea- brary rooms.
son, although now there Is a falling
been
off. Over 2,500 boxes have
FOR SALE.
shipped from Carlsbad, besides what
One horse, buggy and harness.
have gone from Florence and Malaga.
One pony and saddle.
Two parlor suits.
Altogether over 5,000 boxes will have
been shipped from that section by the
Lot of other furniture.
close of the season.
One range and boiler.
Apply at Claire Hotel.
MUCH RAIN IN THE
DRILLING!
VICINITY OF PORTALES DRILLING!
A new No. 5 Starr Drilling Machine
to drill 2,000
The official record of the rainfall at for sale cheap, equipped
'
D.
T.
feet.
Address
BURNS,
since
Roosevelt
the
Portales,
County,
Tierra Amarllla, N. M.
first of March, is about 15 inches. Last
week that seciton was visited by
N. S. ROSE.
heavy storms, accompanied by hail,
which did considerable damage to
Attorney at Law.
NEW MEXIICO
ESTANCIA
gardens, fields and fruits.

ti

I

Who

PAYSTHE DOCTOR'S BILL

Take oat a Health Policy and

I

t the Insurance
'

Company pay for yoar sickness.

Drop

i11

an sec how it is done.

.We write Fire, Life. Health, Accident.
Plate Glass Insurance, and Surety Bonds.

hanna"1Tspencer
THE OLDhCURIO STORE ii

CAICDKLAKIO
FrauelMO St.

Wholesale and Betail Dealer In

Indian and

lexican

Curios

There is a great demand for Indisn Blankets. We
have i.ooo new ones in stock of the prettiest designs, in all sizes. This is your opportunity to
secure them at low prices. Wool has advanced
in pi ice and naturally the prices of Indian Blankets will increase. We will not raise the price
on this lot or any other lot for the next 30 days.
the largest In the city sod we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money
after you have visited other stores and obtained
orices, call on us and get onr rii
m
Our stock is

p. & CS2 M9

POITDER
POtTLTRT
SECURITY
Will Keep Your Hens Healthy and Make Them Lay.
TO BE HAD AT

IRELAOTJ'S PHAMACT

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Augost 15, J 905.

CITY

j P11PB

TOPICS

Don't fail to visit the Doll Hat sale
given by the Juvenile Milliners at
Miss Mugler's.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Mural-ter- ,
Monday, a boy. Mother and child
are doing well.
Letters addressed to Pedro J. Baca,
William Watson, J. J. S. Snelling and
an unaddressed postal card are held
at the postoffice for better directions.
The weeds along Washington and
Lincoln Avenues are still uncut. They
present a very bad appearance to vis
itors and citizens of the city and
should be removed.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the
Presbyterian Church will serve supper on the lawn at the residence of
Mrs. I. Sparks, Thursday afternoon
commencing at 5 o'clock.
Owing to the illness of Contractor
Windsor, work on the new high school
building was stopped this morning,
Mr. Windsor states that he will be
able to commence construction again
in a few days and that the delay will
be slight.
The following marriage
licenses
were issued yesterday by Probate
Clerk Marcos Castillo: Miss Melinda
BerardinelH to Manuel A. Montoya,
both of Santa Fe; Miss Bernardita
Sandoval to Merenciano Valdez, both
of Glorieta.
The physicians of the city say that
the health of Santa Fe and surrounding country is excellent. Very few
cases of sickness have been reported
and these but slight. Santa Fe at
present is a poor place for a physician
to make a fortune,
F. H. Pierce and C. C. Gise have
been appointed by the board of directors of the Northern New Mexico Fair
as a committee to superintend the
preliminaries and details of the Good
Roads Convention to be held at Las
Vegas during the fair.
Who pays the doctor's bill, is the
headline to the change of advertisement of the Hanna & Spencer Insurance Agency. Read the advertisement
and drop in and see how it is done.
This enterprising firm believes in the
judicious use of printers' ink.

'

The Cartwright-DavlCompany has
a change of advertisement in today's
New Mexican In which it calls attention to its fine line of canned and fresh
goods. Everything which goes to
make up a
grocery store
will be found at the store of this
company, 250 San Francisco Street.
The probate court met yesterday
in the office of Probate Clerk Marcos
Castillo, with Probate Judge Cande-laris

first-clas- s

,

MARKET REPORT.

PSORIASIS

o
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Milk Crust, Tetter. Rinrworm. and
Scalled Head, and Every Form of

Uisheuring
from Infancy to Age.
t
T
lorturing,

.

Humors

CURED BY THE

CUTICURA REMEDIES
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema ; the frightful scaling, a9 in psoriasis ; the loss
of hair and crusting of the scalp, as
in scalled head ; the facial disfigurement, as in pimples and ringworm;
the awful suffering of infants, and
anxiety of worn-ou- t
parents, as in
milk crust, tetter, and salt rheum
all demand a remedy of almost superhuman virtues to successfully cope
with them. That Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills are such stands
proven beyond all doubt. No statement is made regarding them that is
not justified by the strongest evidence.
The purity and sweetness, the power
to afford immediate relief, the certainty of speedy and permanent cure,
the absolute safety and great economy
have made them the standard skin
cures and humour remedies of the
civilized world.

New York, August 15. Lead and cop
per firni and unchanged.
GRAIN.
Chicago. 111.. Autrust 15. Close Wheat
Aug. 80Jf; Sept. 81K- Dec.
Lorti, Sept.
Oat. Aug. 25; Sept. 25.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, Sept. 814.37; Oct. 814.45.
Lard, Sept. $7.807.82$; Oct 87.90.
8.H0.
Kibs, Sept 88.80; Oct. $S.87K
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo.. August 15. Wool, l.
steady.
territory and western medium, 28(3
19
26; lino, It
d"; Que medium, 23
St. Louis, August 15. Spelter firm

FURNISHINGS

53H:

STOCK MARKETS.
New York, August 15. Closing; storks
Alchlson, 90: pfd., 103JJ; New York
Central, 155; Pennsylvania,
1UK
houtuern I'aclfie. 67Ji; Union Pacific.
143; prd., 99; U, S teel, 30 pfd
104 y

.

LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City. Mo., August 15. Cattle
receipts, 19.000, market steady to ton
cents low. r.
Native steers, JJ3. ?5 dp 85.50; southerr
steers, J:J.60
84.00; southern cows
$1.75 a $2.80; native cows aud helfeis,
vi. i (c? S4.is; stackers and feed" a,
??.50 (3 $4.25; bulls, $2.00 ft 83 50:
85.25; western fed steer.
calves, 82.75
83.25 (ii $5 00; western fed cows $2 (
Z

For the Porch and
Garden.
IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD

biiflii

c

We Sell Iron Fence
MANUFACTURED BY

The Stewart Iron Works Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

World's Fair, St. Louis,
";ll Medal." respectable
you can bny.
Price
fence. Why
Th

fence
wood
now with a

moHt

Until a

lew

nut ..: f vtur old on
r rmniTin
inn utf irvwn
nnijB,
Over
dfrfiffiiH of Iron fence.
Iron Flower Vane, ttetteea.
etc., shown in our catalogues.
a

25.

bhecp receipts, 2,000 steady sl,ri.g.
Muttons, $4 25
85.50; lambs. 85 50:
87 00; range wethers, $4.35
85 50:

Chicago,

Fiwe fcfivprl the Highest Award,

Wlnwu

111., Aiiff

15

Eoff

neat, at

Cattle recelnts.

$3 CO; bulls, $3.io
$125
$3 85;
calves, 83.00
$0.50; Texas fed steers.
S3. 5(1
84.75; western steers. S3. 75 &

long time with sores on my face and
back. Some doctors said I had blood
poison, and others that I had barbers'
itch. None of them did me any good,
but they all took my money. My
frieiids tell me my skin now looks as
clear as a baby's, and I tell them
Cuticura Soap and Ointment did it."

$4.60.

SANTA FE ROUTE
TIME TABLE.
ARRIVE.
12:01 p. m

Sheep receipts 15,000, strong.
Good to choice wethers. 84 75 O $5 00
fair to choice mixed, $4.00
$4 60: No. 721
western sheep, $4.25 (3 85.00: native No. 723
lambs, 84.25
$7 60; westorn lambs
No. 725..

as Refrigerators,

r ream Freezers,

Ice Cool

ers. A fine new line of Hammocks, Croquet Sets, Etc.

I

v?.rf'

AAuroi

.tf

.''4

FRUIT JAR RUBBERS. LLOYD'S
FRUIT JAR TOPS. NEWEST
AND BEST ON MARKET.
The Washing Machine herewith
shown has no equal on the market.
Try it and be convinced.

:18 p.

u

We

No. 722
No. 724
No. 720 connects
"iound.
No. 722 connects

BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair ea
ther tonight and Wednesday with
warmer tonight.
tor Colorado: Partly cloudy with local
bunder shower? in east portion Wed- esday and In northeast late tonight:
cooler Wednesday.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follow: Maximum temperature, 8
degrees, at 4:05 p. m; minimum, 56
The mean
egrees, at 3.00 a. in.
temperature for the 34 hours was 68 degrees. Relative humidity, 33 per cent.
Temperature at ti:0ii a. in. today, 52
egrees.

guardian.
The recent rains have caused the
The party of about thirty girl pu- Hondo River to leave Its banks and
pils of the U. S. Indian Training overflow the valley for several mils
School, the members of which have below the town of Hoilo, in Lincoln
been in camp near Monument Roclc
causing much property damin the Santa Fe Canon for the past County,
and crop loss. So far as is known
age
two weeks, has returned, and yester- eleven
dwelling houses have been
boys were sent there wrecked and all unharvested
day thirty-fivto take their places. These boys will in the inundated district have crops
been
remain in camp for the coming two or
Walter Hyde, a wealthy
destroyed.
three weeks.
ranchman from near Hondo, lost his
is house, fifteen thousand pounds of oats
, The forecast for New Mexico
SUMMER TOURIST RATE8 VIA
p fair weather tonight and Wednesday and a large amount, of alfalfa. There
D. & R. G.
and warmer tonignu i'or olorado: has been no loss of life but a number
Santa Fe to Denver and return$22.55.
Partly cloudy with local thunder of farmers are left homeless.
Santa Fe to Tueblo and return $17.55.
showers in the east and northeast
Santa Fe to Colorado Springs and reportions tonight; generally cooler on COMMISSIONER READY TO
The maximum temperaWednesday.
RECEIVE BUILDINGS turn $19.55. Date of sale dally; final
ture at Santa Fe yesterday was 81
limit October 31.
F.- T. McDRIDB.
degrees at 4:05 o'clock in the afterJ. H. Laurie who Is the commissionAgent.
noon, the minimum was 66 degrees er representing the government to look
at 3 o'clock in the morning and the after the contracts on the government
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
mean was 68. The relative humidity buildings being erected at Mescalero,
Herewith are some bargains offered
was 33 per cent. At 6 o'clock this Otero
County, Is at the agency this by the New Mexican Printing Commorning the temperature was 52 de- week to receive the buildings from the pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
grees.
contractors when they are completed. Territory of New Mexico, 1897,- - sheep
The following attractions have
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
thus far been definitely settled upon BUYS SMALL FARM
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
for the Territorial Fair at AlbuquerFOR $90 AN ACRE. Pleadings, $6; the two for 10; Adapt
Inclusive: Grand
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
que, September
stock show, horse racing, trotting osR. H. Myers, of Sifverton, Colorado, Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
trich, pyrotechnic display, nightly, of has bought from W. A. Hunter ten and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
2,000 pounds of red fire, weird Indian acres of land in San Juan County for leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
dances, bronco busting, Montezuma $900. The land is situated two and Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
Mr. more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suball, U. S. Cavalry drills, base ball a half mile seast of Farmington.
tournament, Spanish balles, marching Myers will bring his family from
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inand make his home on his new clusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
bands, motor cycle racing, grand street
parades, confetti battles; one grand land.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
hurrah every evening from 8 to 11
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
o'clock on the principal streets; all
VISITING CARDS.
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
attractions free.
Engraved cards de vlslte and wed- Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered;
J. J. Lank ton, of Lamar County, ding invitations a specialty at the full list school banks. ' Texas, Is In the city, and called at New Mexican printing office. Any
the office of the Bureau of Immigra- one standing In need of such willl do
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
tion today?- He was furnished . infor- well "to call at this office and examine
new marriage license law
The
mation concerning the Estancia Val- - samples, style of work and prices.
probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law In consplcuou
in each precinct The New
Hair turning places
Mexican has printed the law neatly on
gray? why not nave an tne card board and is now ready to fill orrestored? ders in English or Spanish at fifty
early, rich color will
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
do this
Hair
Vigor
Ayer's
should enter their orders immediately
every time. Not a single failure.
as the law goes Into effect on April 14,
-

4:20 p. m.
7:30 p. m.
with No. 2 east- -
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$1.75
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DR. PRICE'S FAMOUS JELLY SUGAR
Absolutely Pure
Pooltry every Wednesday and Friday

PRIMROSE BUTTER - in Seal Packages.
Phone a6.

H.

Santa Fe Branch.
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Connections.
At Antoulto for Durango, Sllvenon

and Intermediate points.,
ruenio ana
At Alamosa for uen-'erIntermediate points via e ;her the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip in day light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HooritB, G. P. A ,
Denver Col'--.

Telephone

Veart' Experience.
Office

p

:29p

.Pueblo
.Colo Spring.
.

17

:28.p

.Servllleta.
.

.Ar.

:30p

:26 p

at Exchana

Traveling

Baknky,
Passenger Agent.

ts.

8tabla

J. L. UJi ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage
Feed Stable In Connection.

CO.'

ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN

OFFICE.

P. F. HANLEY

A. S.

FINE WINES,

LIQUORS

AND CIGARS.

lor Family Use.
Imported and Natire. Wines
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer,
Ouck-enheim-

er

Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old Jordan and Mono,
gram, Ky , Whiskies.

Plaza Resiaurani

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA FE

OTTO R.ETSCH, Prop.

n

iJXIalr Vigor.

Patent Flour.

Try a package of

west

18-2-

-

Boss

6. SYSTEM

D. &. R.

GOODS

FARANACION

7 west
No. 724
bound.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
City ticket office, Catron Block, east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

U. S. WEATHER

have a full line of Canned Goods also

10 a. m.

No. 720

Gal-iste-

e

Santa Fe Grown Ft tiit

DEPART.

LETTER LIST.
List of letters lemalninir. uncalleJ
tor In the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. M
for the week ending Aug. 12th, 1905.
If not called for within two week
ley, and will likely make a homestead
He has written to his old will be sent o the dead letter office
there.
home and has recommended that sev at Washington:
eral relatives living there now, come
Adele
rmijo. Vlvain
'iirard,Sam
Mra R C
rown.
Hecht,
to this part of New Mexico to settle. Rou-eu.
A W
Pearl
Kilroy.
of
in
that
There is much malaria
part
Brown. Mn R V
Knnt, Capt. W
Louise, Marie
Texas and the people suffer from it a Busto, Habelita
tiertie
Diihrtien,
Pino, Facundo
good deal. He thinks the dry and Freflmen. Mrs
Komero, Kenlto
P
Marion
surand
Fe
Smith, MrsG W
healthful air of Santa
H L
Finneburgh.
rounding country is very beneficial to
In calling please ray "advertised"
him and he believes it will be the
and
give the date.
has
men
written
he
same to the young
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
to come here. He proposes to make
PoatmMter
Nerw Mexico his future home.

:

HEADQUARTERS FOR

9:40 p. m.

$6 00 ($ 87 40.

Martinez and Clerk Marcos Castillo present. The testimony in the
matter of the appointment of a guardian for the five year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Padilla, of
was heard and G. Padilla, pater- FLOODS IN LINCOLN
COUNTY DO MUCH DAMAGE.
nal grandfather was appointed as

Just One

Ice

?J ft IT

CALL AND
SKB US

LOCAL

Gutirura Soap, Ointment and Pill, are .old throughout
the world. Potter rug & Chrm. Corp., Bopton.SolePropa.
ft- - 6ai& tor " Uow to Cure Every Humour."

i

OUR

-

St., Wheeling, W. Va., writing under
date of June 14, '04, says: " I am so
grateful I want to thank God that a
friend recommended Cuticura Soap
and Ointment to me. I suffered for a

Stops falling hair also.

LINE of Seasonable
Is very omplete

Low Prices
will
surprise you

$4.50.

8,000, market steady.
Good to prime Ktcers, 85.50 & 86.00:
$5 35: stockerpoor to medium, 85.00
and feeders $2.25
$4.25; cows, $2 25
84 40; heifers, $3 no & $5.00: canners

Of Distressing Humour.
1321

COOL SUMMER

Mk.

hid ewes, $3. 75

CAPT. GRAHAM'S CURE
Captain W. S. Graham,

MONEY AND METAL.
New York. August 15. Money on call.
t 2 per cent. Prime mercan
easy 1
tile paner 4 w i4 per cent. Bar silver

Regular Meals Have Been
Reduced to Twenty-fiv- e

DUDROW & MONTENIE

Cents.

Sbort Orders Will be a Specialty at all Hours of the
Day.
The Only Place In the City Which
Keeps and Uses Fresh Ranch Eggs.
Fine Homemade Bitter and Nutritions Homemade Bread.

The Place to Eat.
Catron Block East Side Plaza.

Undertakers and
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dttdrow's Office Building.
Day Telepone 35.

Sundays and nlfnta at Mra.

I. B.

Hanna. Res.

118,

Johnson

t

Tel. 142

Will Convince You That the Purest and Best Soda
Water in Wevv Mexico is Obtainable at

IDRELAND)9S

FHARBaAOT

SanU Fe New Mexican,
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Tes4y, August
NEW MEXICO

WEEKLY

Issued By the

Local Office of

ATTORN

SANTA FE NOVELTY WORKS
No.

117

FROST,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

all kinds
Repairing, Key Fitting, and
of machine work promptly
done.
-- .

.

m

HPTVJRV KRICK.

Sole Agent For

OW

Cider,

Cherry Fruit Cider.
Grape Fruit Champagne,One
Bottle to a Carload.
From
The Trade Supplied
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
M.u.
M.
leiepnonc

..Moniezunia

I THE

1

sntaFe.N.

"!

-- O

j.

BAJlr

FIRST NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE.

P

i

&

ALFRED

HENRY L. WALDO, Vl'i President.

H

Assistant Cashier.

1

t
1
5
5

a

1

Profits $55,000.
Surplus and Undivided

150,000.

Capital

Loans
In all ite branches.
a general banking business
and col
of
kinds
personal
on
all
terms
money on the most favorable
mnA Btor-kmtrkfU for
" n a
Buys ana so...
ana
lateral
security.
exchange
foreign
...
.
domestic
r.iv. and sells
civilized
of
the
carts
to
all
nv
makes teiegrapnic van.....
mnBV.tP,nsmjttina.
world on as liberal term as are given
on
time
allowed
aeposiw
Interest
aaencv. public or private.
or
vears
nrm,
lv
month'
a
nn
a
MA
annum,

Transa

-

...

... order, of .t. patron. n th, banklna
The bank execute.
'
to
them as noerai wwm.m ... ...
aim. to extend

.

n,.
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Low Rates
Superior Service
SUMMER TOURIST TICKETS
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

....
....

St. Louis.

to

$28.50 Chicago
57.75 Detroit .
31.50 Boston
St. Paul
Minneapolis ...31.50 Montreal

Buffalo

.

.

$33.50

73.50
.... 46.35
58.50
.

.

.

.

.

CORRESPONDINGLY LOW RATES FROM ALL
COLORADO POINTS
On sale daily until October 1st return limit October 31st,
via

Special Excursion Rates

One

Fare Plus $2.Q0.

Detroit and return, August
limit August 19.
limit Sept. 5.
Kansas City and return August
and
return
Richmond, Vi.,
Sept. 21.
Sept.
final limit,
and
return
Sept.
Philadelphia, Pa.,
OctoUr 5.
12-1- 3;

27-2-

8;

7-- 8,

13-1-

4;

DOUBLE DAILY THROUGH SERVICE
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo to Kansas
City and St. Louis, making direct connections at Union
stations for all points East and South.

Pullman standard sleeping cars reclining chair cars;
seats free. Through tourist sleeping cars to Kansas City,
St. Lrnis ami Chicago.

J. H. GINET, JR.,

II. B. KOOSER,
G. W. F.

&

T. P. A.,

P. A.,

1700 Stout

HOLT & HOLT,
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
Office,
planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas,
Phone 94.

NAKE,
Architect and Builder.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

carte.

Street,

Denver, Colo.

ill on

.

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK,
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
thence via the famous Ward Steam
ship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El Paso,
Xhe entire trip, covering thousands of
miles, Havana, Cuba, and its famous
Moro Castle, Newport and a dozen of
the largest cities of the United States,
can be made for $122.50. A more delightful trip cannot be plannefl, as
stop-ove- r
privileges are allowed and
the ticket are good for one year from
the date of sale. The trip Includes the
City of Mexico, the "Paris of Amer
ica." Further information can be se
cured by addressing A. Dulohery, Com
mercial Agent, El Paso, Tex., or W.
D. Murdock, Asista'it General Passen
ger Agent, City of Mexico.

weather, highest temperature 93 de
grees, lowest 57 degrees, rainfall 0.80
inch.

Geo. E. Beebe
Elizabethtown
Crops and grass on range looking well,
mountain range was never better;
highest temperature of week 73 de
grees, lowest 39 degrees, rainfall 0.61
inch.
Frank D. McBrid
Espanola
Considerable cloudiness with numer
ous showers, all vegetation doing well;
highest temperature 90 degrees, lowest
CI degrees, rainfall 0.88 inch.
S. S. Ward
Corn some
Felix
what damaged by drouth previous to
heavy rains of last of July, these
washed the land badly, channels of
creeks changed in many places.
Folsom Jackson Tabor
Rather
cold week, somewhat like autumn;
showers were local in character, con
siderable wind with storm of 12th;
stock of all kinds doing well and ev
erything points to a favorable fall and
winter so far as feed is concerned;
highest temperature 79 degrees, low
est 39 degrees, rainfall 0.69 inch.
John R. Milligan Wheat
Frisco
crop fair yield, but somewhat smutty;
rainfall deficient here but good south
and west, also east; some of the corn
crop will be fair, other fall short of

last year.
Galllnas Springs
Frank Clark
uooa growing weainer; summer apples ripening and quality good; range
cattle and horses fat, calf crop light;
prospects for prairie hay fair.
Wm. Curtiss Baile- yLas Vegas
Crop conditions very favorable, local
showers have brightened everything;
highest temperature 86 degrees, low
est 46 degrees, rainfall 1.17 inch, sun

"TH3 CLUB."
resort for gentlemen. The shine about 70 per cent
best goods money car buy purity
J. J. Hale Plenty of rain
Luna
guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam.' fall previous week; weather warm and
Fine Cigars and Tobacco.
sultry; crops and range in fine condi
tion; narvesung win begin soon;
Legal blanks of every description, some cattle dying from bloat
and conforming to the laws of New
Local
Ojo Caliente
Joseph
Mexico, are on nana and lor sale oy showers continues ana streams are
the New Mexican Printing Company, 'full of water; grasshoppers and army
Up-to-da-te
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SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

1

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
communicaRegular
tion first Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALLi, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.

1,

R. A. M. Regular convocation second Monday
in each month at Masonic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday iu each
month at Masonic Hall, at
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

7:30

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
corner Don Caspar Avenue and Water Street. Visiting Knights given a
cordial welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
F.

I. O. O.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I.
meets every Friday evening

O. O.

F..

In Odd

Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
FREDERICK MULLER. N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER. Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welO. C. WATSON, E. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
UNION.

FRATERNAL

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gaspar Avenue. Visiting
fraters welcome.
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary..
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA, Treasurer.

2-- 5

R. M.

Dining
Cars.
Meals
a la

2

VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
Architect.
First National Bank Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Electric
Fans and
Electric
Lights.

1905 cAugust. 1905

norma.,
HANNA & SPENCER,
averaged somewhat belowprevailing.
cloudiness
considerable
Attorneys at Law.
Offices Griffin Block. Good, local showers have conuuueu,
'Phone 6G.
heavy in localities, anu wxuiui..
severe hail storms uv
BENJAMIN M. READ,
notably Dona Ana, San Miguel
areas,
Law.
at
Attorney
Counties. More or
Mora
and
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
crops, gar- Palace Ave. damage resulted to field
Office, Sena Block.
DUi
uie aisuiuto
,)B..S alfalfa and fruit,
Champie
Redrock . Louis
Heavy
.
11
,
.1 .3
1.1. nan
rtovAKtntPd were but narrow strips
on vne oiu1. wiuu
uiu
mai
A. W. POLLARD,
rain
from the rain
resulting
and
the
to
good
growing
crops
crops;
some
Law.
at
damage
Attorney
damage, weavout range making good growth;
New Mexico. fall far outweighs the in
Deming,
some local! finely;
needed
are
er
rains
of alfalfa being cut, and is
third
crop
District Attorney, Luna County.
amount or
ties, but generally moisture is ample, HnmBMil BOme by rain;
.
lnche8- Small grain crops have been securea nrf,ciDitation
,35
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
or are ready for harvest, ana me
A.
John
Light
Tnr.arla.
Rudulph
(Late Surveyor General.)
" local showers of much benefit to
outlook ior range
T f,
Attorney at Law.
iaiia, iruus ana vegetttuico
growing crops, but somewhat annoying
Santa Fe, - New Mexico.
lent.
to those harvesting hay; wneai ana
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
The harvest of second crop alfalfa oats turning color in valley and reap
and
is beginning in northern counties,
ers will soon be at work, which is
WILLIAM H. LLEWELLYN,
third in southern valleys, fair yields
early for this localitv: first table
Attorney at Law.
resumng. a iew oi iue m5"
.,ctip. ears on 10th
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
districts are also harvesting
nnswfill U. S. Weather Bureau
District Attorney for Dona Ana, wheat, oats and barley, but as a rule
week;
weather
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun this work is finished. Poor seed Partly cloudy and melonsduring
mar
some
being
apples
Judicial
District.'
ties, Third
caused a thin stand of corn in a nion- keted ; highest temperature 92 degrees,
or portion of the fields throughout lowest 57
degrees, sunshine about 59
EDWARD C WADE,
tne Territory, oui
, rainfall 0.01 inch
tt,u'
Attorney at Law.
vprsfi conditions have been reported
J. M. Amandt Every
Santa Cruz
Practices in All the Courts.
regarding the corn crop and it is now thing growing finely; insects dying
ex
a
no
Cases
and
is
Mineral Patents
fear
so near maturity that
"Mining
imt still doinir some damage; wheat
Specialty."
pressed regarding it. Gardens con hnrvoKt. over and fine yield; alfalfa
New Mexico. tinue excellent and fruits so plentiful
Las Cruces,
and corn doing well, also vegetables
that a considerable portion will be fruits damaged
by Insects.
E. C ABBOTT,
wasted; large shipments continued
U. S. Weather Burea- uFe
Fanta
the
and
upper
Pecos
from the
Valley
Attorney at Law.
needed, althougn
Practices in the District and Su Rio Grande. Stock is in good condi Heavier showers
Is good; field crops, gar
water
supply
tion
Courts.
and
at
careful
preme
Prompt
The following notes are taken from dens and fruits doing well; apricots,
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties of
Good abundant and excellent; highest tern
h m Hanson
Aiirt
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
51 degrees,
showers have freshened up vegetation perature 81 degrees, lowest
Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
1 degree daily below
about
considerably, thoueh they have been averaging
local and limited in extent. Second normal; precipitation 0.12 Inch
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Corn and
Truchas S. Martinez
crop alfalfa being cut, greatly re
Attorney at Law.
in good condition; second cutwheat
weather
tarded
growing
during
by
dry
(District Attorney for Second Judicial
sufficient
period; highest temperature of week ting of alfalfa promises well;
District.)
ditches.
in
water
Practices in the District Courts and 93 degrees, lowest 59 degrees, rain
Good rain
H. B. Fay
Tularosa
the Supreme Court of the Territory, fall 0.64 inch.
J. G. Mora
Very fall previous week; second crop alfal
Albuquerque
also before the United States Supreme
favorable week for all kinds of crops; fa harvested; rapidly maturing garCourt in Washington.
alfalfa very near to third cutting; dens products being planted for fall
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
heavy rain Thursday night improved harvest; grapes beginning to ripen.
H. W. Adams
Heavy
the aunearance of everything; all
Vermejo
A. B. RENEHAN,
to
ainfall in the mountains close
Practices in the Supreme and Dis plants looking well.
M. Richardson Three station; feed and cattle in fine conA.
Arabela
a
Law
trict Courts. Mining and Land
showers the previous .week Im dition, crop outlook promising; high
Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build- good
lowest
the looks of things generally; est temperature 78 degrees,
proving
M.
N.
Avenue
Santa
Palace
Fe,
ing,
44 degrees, rainfall, 0.73 Inch.
fruit crops and grass looking fine
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Past week
Will Benson
Artesia
EMMETT PATTON,
Section Director.
for all crops; highest temfavorable
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
90 degrees,
lowest 61 de
perature
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
sunshine about 85 per cent, but
Office Over Citizen's National Bank. grees,
no rainfall.
J. C. Lucero
Aurora
Rainy
G. W. PRICHARD,
and everybody is
continues
weather
Law.
Attorney and Counselor at
in this vicinity.
CALIFORNIA.
Practices In all the District Courts jubilant
Drouth
Beenham
Frank Mlera
and gives special attention to cases still
beautiful residence city in
most
Tbe
in
surround
local
showers
bad,
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
no hay crop expected, the United States. A plaee to spend a
country;
ing
few weeKS of your vacation.
Only a
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M. but stock
doing very finely. Cloudy few mlleu
to the seashore. Los Angeles
the last three days of week showing
by electric cars.
Osteopathy.
approach of fall rain; calf crop cer
La Casa Grande Hotel
tainly very short
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Weather
John Ritter
Capitan
The Elite Hotel of Pasadena offers
Osteopath.
favorable, all kinds of crops promise special summer rate 810 per week, tran
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
abundantly, plenty of hay assured and sient 3 per day.
Successfully treats acute and chronic stock in fine condition
ELMER P. WOODBURY, Manager
We have had
diseases without drugs or
E. D. Leon
Cerro
medicines.
very good rams almost every aay
No charge for consultation.
during week; fields very beautiful;
Hours:
'Phone 156. farmers beginning to cut wheat and
p. m.
m.,
oats.
EXCURSIONS RATES
Good
W. H. Fulweiler
Colmor
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
EAST.
growing, weather, rainfall 0.25 inch,
little
the
but
hail
G. A. COLLINS,
8th,
quite heavy
Civil and Irrigation Engineer.
damage resulted; crops and range
The Santa Fe Central
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor, grasses coming along nicely; cattle
well.
still
doing
Railway Company in
Concrete Construction.
Sev
C. B. Bosworth
Deming
250 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
connection with the
eral light showers previous week and
conditions favorable.
Mostly clear
GREAT
Architects.

PASADENA,

ne and

liclted.

. .

14th 1905.
Fe, N. M., August
week again.
of
the
v
LCUIl'Vi .,tnre

Santa

uiw.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

California
All Kinds of Soda Water, Bottled

U. S.

worms have done considerable damage
to alfalfa and other growing crops.
Wheat crop below average in quality
and yield; grass on ranees good and
sto k in excellent condition.
John Meeker
Portales
Highest
temperature of week 91 degrees, lowest 57 degrees, rainfall 1.12 Inch;' un
usually destructive hail storm In strip
of farming country few miles west of
town, elsewhere conditions excellent,
corn and fleid crops most satislactory
melons fair; range grass very green;
precipitation since July 21, 5.93 inches.
Some
Antonio J. Gomez
Questa
rain; crops In very good condition;
weather fine; will begin harvesting In
a few days.

....

New and Second Hand Bicycles, and Bicycle
Sundries,

' r

the

Section Director.

1

Gn

CROP BULLETIN.

Weather Bureau,

MAX.

San Francisco St.

S, J 905

POCK ISLAND

Supplies for Notaries Public for saleby thq New Mexican Printing Comnan v

TTTT5

MUTUAL BUILDING Sc9
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Wil! assist yon to

SY TfiM.

Own Your Own Home

hxcursions rates east.
For low rates to all
points In the east this
summer call or a i dress
S.

IS

GRIMSHAW,
General Passenget Agent.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

j

Be yourown landlord. Pay your
rent Into the Building A Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.
Tbe Association has on Laud n.oney!
to loan on desirabla property.
For particulars call on r address!

the secretary,

R. J. CRICHTON,

aRIFPlf

BU)CK,

SANTA FK, N. M.

jj New rnexfco EmpioymeniCureau

B

AND REALTY CO.
Morion

C Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security

CALL AND SEE OUR LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE
JLXT1S

Opportunities
103

WW

Palace Avenue.

I

For

Investment
'Phone No.

158.

9f

Santa P NewJMexlcan, Tuesday. August J 5, J 905,
SENTENCE

RAND EXCURSION
To LAS VEGAS
Via the

8ERM0N8.

WANTS

Love leads to likeness.

Richest joys are often nearest
There can be no truth without

lib

erty.
Many follies are only refreshed by

refutation.

The size of a saint does not depend
on his sighs.
A brotherly religion will not have a
sisterly sound.

It takes more than honey to mend
the broken word.
Men judge deeds by their results,
their roots.

WANTED

Good

all around
Apply Sunmount Tent City.
a

I

ffc

will leave santa he at o a. m.
Sundav, August 20th, and returning
will leave Las Veaas at 7:30 d. m.
Home before midnight. This will be
the occasion of the return game of
base ball.
V

$2

at

m

at

- Round Trip

I Beaver &

i

He

$2

System

FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Ap
ply to Mrs. C. A. Haynes, Johnson St.
FOR RENT
.New Mexican.

A

new piano.

WANTED
Dressmakiug by the day
Apply 247 Washington Ave. Mrs. J.E.
May.

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Shortest
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
at Denver w.th All Lines East and
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by

0.

W . 2V IS 13 XV

K. BARBER

XV

X

O

SHOP
Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
largest & Best Tubs in City

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.

"VIA2

The Old ReffeM R
I

Tfl San fa. P
FAST TIME -E- LEGANT EQUIPMENT
Ijarvcy Serves the Mjeals
Call on or address the undersigned for

LOW EXCURSION

RATES EAST

W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.

L C. YOCTJM, Agent
Santa Fe. N. M.

Topeka, Kas.

MAXWELL

HAN--

FARtyJYG LAJYDS UJDEI( IRIjlGATIOf SYSTErj.
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now
being offered for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards.
Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25
per acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten year installments.
Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow to perfection.

COLD MINES.

ou this grant, about forty miles Vest of Springer, N M are
the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and
where important
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
B-i-

dy,

lawa.
Near Raton, N. "M., on this grant, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not be successfully done.
""""T
particulars and advertising matter apply to

The

Powell Lip Grajvt

Co

RATON, NEW MEXICO- -

LEGAL NOTICE.
in the District Court of the First Judi
cial District of the Territory of New
Don't pay any attention to boasting
Mexico, sitting in and for the County
men and barking dogs.
of Santa Fe.
Most old men are inclined to boast
The only Short Order Houie in tne City that keeps open Day and
Frederick Muller, administrator of the
of their youthful depravity.
estate of Hugh N. Willcox, deceased
Night. Kansas City Meats always on bard. Everything
Plaintiff.
Fresh, Neat and Clean.
Generally speaking the nature of an
vs.
No. 4695,
oath is mostly human nature.
Regular Meals as Cents.
Lodging as Cemts,
Mary Nichjlson Willcox, William H
G.
LUPE
NICOLAS
HERRERA,
Prop.
HERRERA, Mgr.
Don't fail to ride your hobby when
Pope, and Cecil H. Willcox, guardian
254 San Francisco Street, 8anta Fe, N. M.
at law of Mary Nicholson Willcox,
you want to tire your audience.
Defendants.
Before calling a man a liar be sure
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
you are right then use a telephone.
x
W
ai v k
S I I IB.
a
to a decree of the said district court,
Opportunity has an exasperating In the said cause, made and entered
on the 15th and 19th days of July, A
way or calling on a man wnen ne
out.
D., 1905, I, Frederick Muller, adrainls
trator of the estate of Hugh N. Willcox,
In some cases a stroke of good luck deceased, and plaintiff in the cause
All Kinds of Building Material
Is almost as bad as a stroke of light- aforesaid, in front of the premises,
ning.
hereinafter described, at the hour of
CORD AID STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR ST0U
ten o'clock in the morning of Thurs
has
Excessive modesty
kept many
the 14th dav of September, 1905,
s deserving man's nose to the grind- day,
will sell at auction publicly and en
stone.
Delivered to any part of the City.
masse that certain piece and parcel of
and
land
and
real
lying
situate,
estate,
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
Lots of women laugh only because
being in Precinct No. 18 of the County
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
it gives them a chance to show their of
in
of
Santa
the City
Fe,
Santa Fe,
teeth.
and Territory of New Mexico, on Hill- Phor e 35 Santa Fe
Branch Offce and Yards Cerrillos, N V
side Avenue, commonly called the "Old
but
at
locksmiths,
Love may laugh
Place," or the "Old Newbery
it Invariably frowns on the furniture Twitchellbounded
on the north by the
Place,"
Installment collector.
hills of Fort Marcv and the south
Fresb Flowers all the Time!
?
rtesb Fruits in SeasoDl
boundary line of lands belonging to L.
Neaily every sort of villainy Is as- Bradford Prince and W. T. Thornton,
sociated with gravity and grimness. on the
east, by the arroyo running
Look at the humorist, for example.
down from the hills, from north to
south, on the south, by the street call
It sometimes happens that when a ed and known as Hillside Avenue, and
girl rejects a young man's proposal he on the west, by lands of A. C. Ire
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
celebrates his lucky escape by getting land, being the same premises convey
full. Chicago News.
ed to plaintiff's intestate by Lucile W.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
Newbery, and A. A. Newbery by deed
RaiPy dated October 5th, 1901, and'J-l- recorded
Design.. Telephone No. 12, P. 0. Box 487.
October 28th. 1901. in book " of the
records of deeds of said County of San
Effective Sunday, September II, 1904.
ta Fe, at page 274, in the office of the
North Bound
recorder of the said county,
untb Bound
of satisfying certain
the
for
purpose
Station.
So I Mi
altl jNo
indebtedness of the said estate which
Can be obtained at the
,1.00 p O Lva... .Santa Pe...Arr 7.00U 4.3u
the personalty thereof was and is in
S.6S0 4.10 p
1.20 p 6 "
..Douaeiaoa...
morta
to
sufficient
including
"
.40U 3.45 p
satisfy,
1.45 p 16 " ...Vera Blanoa..
t.05 p 22 "
Kennedy.... " 6,050 S.10 r gage Indebtedness on said premises
" ,! 1.45 p
Clark
CERRILLOS and MONERO
t8 45) p 241 ""
" 8.370 1 6 p existing in favor of the defendant
.Stanley-.- ..
p
4 05 p 52 " ... Jdortarty .. " 6.250 1.20 p William H.
will
amount,
which
Pope,
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and ret 11. We want to
6,175 '2 45 p
6.30 p 61 " ... .Melntocb...
6 55 p 69 "
Krtanoia ...
6,140 12. 2u p with Interest at the date of said sale call your attention to the superior qua llty of our LUMP
CO At- - which is
81
6.12M
1.15
"
4.20 p
p
Willard.... "
' 6.210 10.45 a to the sum of $2,385.90. but the pur screened, free from dirt and bone.
4.50 p 82 " ....Prosreaao...
1.20 p 99 '
Btanea..... " 6,285l ' 25 a chaser at said sale will obtain title to
CORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
8.10 put A.rr....Torranoe..LTa 6,47 9.40 a
the premises, free and clear of the
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention. Office: Garfield
said mortgage Indebtedness, Provided. Avenue, near A T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Canta Fe, N. M.
with
N.
at
Santa
M.,
Fe,
Connecting
that there will be no sale, unless the
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all said property produces at such sale at
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon- least the sum of $2,300.00, and provid
tana, Washington and the Great North- ed further, that the said sale shall be
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
west
KOSWBLL. SBW MKXICO.
upon the following terms and condi
:
Connecting at Torrance for all points tlons,
Not less than one-hal- f
THE
MILITARY
SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Limeast 'and west with Golden State
the purchase price shall be paid in
ited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman cash, and the balance thereof may be
Established and. Supported by the Territory.
berths reserved by wire.
paid in two equal installments, at six
For rates and Information address
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Coland twelve months, with Interest at
S. B. GRIMSHAW.
the rate of eight per cent per annum.
leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com. . General
Passenger Agent,
from date of sale until paid, the deferall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateSanta Fe N. M. red payments to be evidenced by
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 1200 per session. Session Is
promissory notes in favor of the ad
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
It is an admitted fact that real es- ministrator of the said estate secured
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
tate and financial men and merchants by mortgage upon the premises sold;
all say that quickest and best results the said premises will be struck off
REGENTS Nathan Uffa, W. Jf Reed, R. 8. Bamllton. J. C. Lea
are obtained by-- advertising In the and sold to the highest and best bidder
.
E. A. Cahoon
.
and
New Mexican.
at said sale.
For
address
COL J. W. WILLSOR, Sift.
particulars
FREDERICK MULLER,
A "WANT AD" win brine results.
Administrator, etc.
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tiresome delays at any

statioi.

sat
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LUf?&i:K - oAbn - DOORS

For illustrated a Ivertisio? matter or information,
address or apply to
A

T

Tgl- C0R0INAD0
CAFE K.E&TTJA.lsI T

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars

S.

!

All men have wishbones, but only
a lew have backbones.

other lines.

Mo

DO YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL
NEWSPAPER?
If you do we can
fix you out, by our quick method.
E
Tennant & Co., N. Topeka, Kans.

I.

v

Apply

LEARN TELEGRAPHY and Rail
Milliner made men do not add to road accounting, J50 to $100 a month.
the might of the church militant.
Salary assured our graduates under
bond. Our six schools the largest in
Keep yourself sunny and the Lord America and endorsed by all railroads.
Write for eatalogue. Morse School of
will take care of your salntliness.
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio, Buffalo,
Atlanta, Georgia, La
Jflvery cry of need is God s open New York,
Crosse, Wisconsin, Texarkana, Texas,
door to some garden of paradise.
San Francisco, California.
The belief In an absentee God goes
with that in an omnipresent devil.
POPULAR GAMES
Of all kinds at "The Club," where
The less religion a man has the you wiil always be treated fairly. Best
mora he thinks he can give away.
brands of cigars and refreshments
erved at the gaming tables.
The preacher who - has something
to say always knows when he has
said 1L
Few men acquire the habit of
throwing the cloak of charity over the
faults of others by the practice of
hiding their own sins. Henry P. Cope
in Chicago Tribune.

'Scenic Line of the World."

On all thr ;ugh trains.

Always better Is the thorn on the
brow than the one in the heart.

EAST

"mini tD Clean cotton rags. For
short time we will pay 4c a pound

FOR SALE CHEAP Several pairs
A good shepherd does not need a or chases, 6, 7 and 8 columns, with
crook In his character.
metal side and end sticks, complete, a
New Mexican office, Santa Fe. N. M.
Angels envy us our nights because
of the morns they bring.
CLAIRE HOTEL RESTAURANT.
We can take a few more table
Happiness would be bleak without boarders at $5 per week. First class
sorrow for a background.
meals; quick service; polite waitresses;
elegant coffee. Special rates for
Many men try to find the deserving dinners
only.
poor by looking In a mirror.
If words were wings heaven would
have needed enlarging long ago.

GO

cook,

God by

Special Trail!

7

HOOPER, G. P. and T. A.. Denver.
S BVRNEY. T. P. A . Santa Fe. IN. M.

K

CERRILLOS AJSB HAGAN COAL

Santa

Fe Central Railway System.
SUNSHINfc ROUTE,

Connecting with tne E.
Shortest line out of Sap

P.--

4

Ffc.

via TORRANCE OATEWAY.

S. E. and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R
or Now Mexico, to Chicago. KausasCltv ui St Louif
when you travel lake th.

THE NEW. LIN

BEST, SAFEST

K

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

AND

SHORTEST

The Clarendon Garden

ROAD

o e mtjT

Flue chali cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
cars.
"uperh dining
"BEST ON WHEELS."
Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, E
Paso and all points East
We slso
sell
tickets

i

or

NEW MEXICO

Via the Cunard Steamship
Line, the Od Dominion
Steamship Company, and
the North German Llovd
Line.

Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged Ave to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.

line to El Paso, Mexico, and th9 southwest.
route to California via Santa Fe Central, El

8hertst

The

W. H. ANDREWS,

Pres.

&

THI

to-w- it

first-clas- s

only

and
Southern Pacific
Close connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fart
trains for all points sast and west. 8srvles unsurpassed. Dining, Library
and Pullman Cars of
latest pat tsrn. Berths reserved by wire. "

ts

nax: TABLE

CAPITAL COAL YARD

TO EUROPE.

CONNECTING ALL THE
GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS

Santa Fe Central

TRY OUR ROUTE.

S. B.GRIMSHAW.
G. F. & P.

'

,

d,

gas-llghte- d,

s,

sea-leve-

5

Gen'l Manager.
ALFRED L GRIfflSHAW.
Traveling F. and P. A

.

well-watere- d.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, Angasi

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street.
No. 40.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

BAKS,

GHOCEHS,

BUTCIlErS!

FRESH MEATS.
CANTALOUPES.
is
that you are some
It
from
possible
New Mexico cantaloupes grown
as to the quality of
Rocky Ford seed are now in plentiful what particular
the meat you buy and as to the way
supply. From 5c to 10c each.
it is handled. If so, it will pay you
to visit our market, to note the ap
JELLY SUGAR.
pearance of 'our corn fed beef, the
Jelly sugar is made by Dr. Price care with which we guard against
from gelatine and pure flavors com- flies and other sources of contamina'
bined with sugar so a3 to produce a tion and the freedom from odor. Sauspint of delicious fruit jelly by the ad- ages, boiled ham, poultry, chipped
dition of a pint of hot water. Straw- beef, head cheese, etc., at all times
berry, raspberry, lemon, orange, pine10c
apple, mint and chocolate
CHEESE.
We are now cutting new made New
ASPAROX.
York cheese of the first quality. Also
and domestic
brick. imported
offer
a
of
is
combination
It
asparagus
and beer extract. May be used as Swiss cheese.
a beverage or for basting fowls and
30c
game. Per bottle
PRETZELS.
Do you eat the great German crack
TOMATO BOULLION.
er. We have the little German and
Made by Armour & Co. from toma the Italian at 15c a pound. Baked ov
toes, spices, herbs and meat, highly er an open fire in the most approved
concentrated. A piquant relish fo manner by Bayle of St. Louis.
meats, fish and game, and for tomato
30c.
uoullion. Bottles
FRUIT COLORS.
Dr. Price has gotten out a number
of new colors in liquid form for col
FRESH VEGETABLES.
ice cream, etc. Yellow, green
oring
Ve are now receiving sweet potaetc. ,in addition to the
blue,
purple,
cucumtoes, tomatoes, string beans,
name of Price is a guar
The
old
red.
bers, beets, turnips, green corn, young
antee of purity and quality.
onions, cauliflower, etc, etc.

5, 1905.

MAKE THE CITY BEAUTIFUL.

A. L. Morrison Writes From

Prescott

a Word of Advice to Citizens of
Santa Fe.

Prescott, Ariz., Aug. 10. 1905.
Editor New Mexican.
Dear Sir One of the most com
mendable traits 1 find in the people
of Prescott is a generous rivalry as to
who has or will have the handsomest
lawn and garden. While riding with
one 'of the
some friends recently,
gentlemen remarked that he had the
best lawn in town, and as I have often
admired it, I ut once agreed with him.
Another friend laughingly remarked
that he did not know about that, then
pointing to an elegant residence, he
asked what we thought about that
lawn, which was his own. The first

,

F

friend mdoestly replied that he would
be more careful, hereafter, in claiming
that his was the best. I was then
informed that that feeling of emulation was general all over the city.
This may seem a small matter to
write about, but it is the true spirit
of patriotism, which tends to make
beautiful homes, grand states and glorious countries. When any man is doing the best he can tor his family
(without interfering with the rights of
others), he is also doing his best for
the republic at large. The New Mexican has been, for many years, working to promote this spirit, and if it has
not accomplished all it desired the
fault cannot be laid at its door.
When I think of the lavish supply
of water we now enjoy under the
able management of our genial friend,
Frank Owen, and when I further
think of the reasonable rates at which
it is furnished to us, compared with
the rales charged here, I cannot see
any reason why Santa Fe is not a
gem of verdure "sparkling like an
emerald in a virgin zone." Our
JARS AND GLASSES.
MANITOU WATER.
Plaza, which is such a beauty spot, is
for
fruit
are
We
jars
headquarters
We now have in stock Manitou
an
education in itself, showing as it
wax
jar rubbers, sealing
water and Manitou Ginger Champagne jelly glasses,
what fine results can be produced
parafflne wax and supplies of that does
and are making attractive prices in sort. We have rubbers for the old by Intelligent care and attention. The
residents are under a deep debt of
lots of a dozen bottles or more.
style pint jars.
gratitude to the good ladies of the
Woman's Board of Trade, and they
can liquidate the entire debt by each
one beautifying her or his own home.
INCORPORATED
The cost to each would be comparatively trifling, but the reward would
be permanent, and delightful.
I do not wish to be understood as
intimating that the dear old town is
destitute of beauty, far from it. On
the contrary, I assert without fear
of contradiction that no town in New
Replevin Affidavit, Yi. sheet.
Mexico possesses so many luxuriant
Peace Procet dings, Complaint,
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
orchards, and such an abundant sup- sheet.
ply of delicious fruit. What I wish
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
Warrant, Y sheet.
to impress on our people Is that where
Commitment, V sheet.
so much has been done without any
Attachment Affidavit, Y sheet.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
apparent effort, as much more can be
Attachment Bjnd, V sheet.
done as to make people rejoice at (heir
Attachment Writ, V sheet.
arrival, enjoy their sojourn and reAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
SANTA FE, N. M.
gret their departure from the city of Yt, sheet.
the Holy Faith.
Execution, V sheet.
A. L. MORRISON.
Summons, Yt sheet.
Subpoena, Y sheet.
FINE NEW LINE
Capias Complaint, Y sheet.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Search Warrant, Yz sheet.
Spanish Blanks.Auto de Arresto, V pliego.
Postoffice Discontinued.
Auto de Prlsion, V pliego.
The postoffice at Hadley, San Miguel
Declaration Jurada, Yt pliego.
County, has been discontinued.
Fianza Oficial Yz pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento, Yz pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, Ya

WHOLESALE

JUST

If Yoti Don't Believe It

0

Tsylt
DSCip IPG
230 San Francisco Street

II

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

Ice

GOCES

:

C

Santa Fe, (, Pf.

The New Mexican can do printing
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
The Legislative Manual for 1905, or equal to that done in any of the large
Bluo Book for New Mexico, historical cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
and official compendium of value to work we turn out. Try our work once
every business man and officer and of and you will certainly come again. We
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages. have all the facilities for turning out
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexi- every class of work", Including one of
the best binderies in the west.
can Printing Company. Santa Fe.

RECEIVED.

-

-

CHINA

Come and Make Your

-

Sel-

Full Line of
ection.
Watches, Diamonds, Cut
A

BLANKS!

pli3o.

CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.

Contrato de Partido,
Escrlta de Renuncia,

Yz

Y

pliego.
pliego.

KINSELL LIVE STOCK COMPANY.
Southeast Corner Plaza.

All Kinds of
TELEPHONE

Documento Garantlzado, Yt pliego
de Blenes Muebles, Ys
Hipoteca
pliego.
The New Mexican Printing Company
SilDocumento de Hipotece, Yz pliego.
has the largest facilities and most
extensa
Documento
Garantizndo,
modern machinery for doing all kinds forma entera.
of Printing and Binding in first-clas- s
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
Formula de Enumeracion Yz pliego.
style. Manufacturers of Loose-Lea- f
Ledgers. Pamphlet and Book Work a
Centrato Entre los DIrectores y Pre
specialty. Best Book Bindery in the ceptores, Y pliego.
Southwest.
Contrato de Combustible, V pliego.
Notas ObligacIonese 25c per 50.
Libros Certiflcados de Eonos, $1.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheei.
Libros de Recibos, Supervisors de
Agreement of Publisher, Y sheet.
Caminos, 25c.
Proof of Labor, Yt sheet.
General Blanks.
Lode Mining Location,
Bond for Deed, tS sheet.
sheet.
Placer Mining Location, Yz sheet.
Bond, General Form, Yz sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
ART PIC fURES AND FRAMING.
sheet.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz,
We make a specialty of
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Official Bond, Yt sheet.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, Yi
Developing, Printing and Enlarging Property, Yz sheet.
.Mail Order Given Prompt Attention. Semi for Catalogue'
H
sheet.
Mining
Deed,
'
sheet,
f
(LJf5s5jr1
213 SOUTH BROADWAY
Mining Lease, Yz sheet
Certificate of Election, Yi sheet
Coal Declaratory Statement,
LOS ANGELES, CAL
sheet Letters of Guarflianshlp, Yz sheet
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
Guardian's Bond and Oath, Yz sheet,
Power of Attorney and
v Letters of Administration, Yi sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Notice of Right to Water, Y sheet, i sheet,
MANUFACTURER OP
Letters Testamentary,
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out No
sheet
DEALER IN
tice, Y sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit, Yz sheet
Filigree
Njexican
Stock Blanks.
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
Watches, Clods. Jewelry
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Ven- Yz sheet
dor's Recorded Brand 4 theet (In
Satisfaction of Mortgage, Yz sheet.
and Hand Painted China.
books, 25 blanks, 40c per book.)
Assignment of Mortgage, Yz sheet
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, Yz
Repair of Finn Witches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and In Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
sheet
dian Ooods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Notice to AssessSor by Probate
West Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
Authority to Gather, Driv: and Han Clerk, Yz sheet
dle Animals Bearing Owners's ReLease, Yz sheet
corded
on Personal
sheet
Lease
Brand,
Property, Yz
I
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han shee'.
dle Animals Not Bearing Owners's Re
consign'
corded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand, Yz sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Appeal Bonds, Yt sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Crimin-- l, Yz sheet j
j
Appearance Bonds, Yz sheet
Appearance Bond, on Continuance J.
P., Yz sheet
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Bond for Appearance, District Court, i
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.
I
Yz sheet

PROMPT

ORDERS

Fresh Meats
on Hand.

AI-wa-

ys

PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DELIVERY.

'PHONE

NO. 96.

Glass, Leather Goods.

verware, Novelties.

So

SP

11

z

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ssHOWLAND&CO.

Non-Miner- al

H. C.

Yontz

JEWELRY

have just received
a large
m

ment of

J
i

FURNITURE

"

also a good supply of
STOVES and RANGES
Which I am selling at
very low prices.
D. S.

LOVITZII.

LIVERY STABLE.

Justice Quarterly Report, Yz sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace, Yz sheet.

r

sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
plaint, Yz sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Summons, Yz sheet
Replevin Bond, Yz sheet
le
Execution
Entry and DeFo-cib-

tainer,

Yt

sheet '

Replevin Writ,

st jet

Call up 'Phone No. 9 when in need
of Anythnig in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished..
Reasonable
Rates.

S.

JLSDET.

I

j

BERGERE

MMEHn HFIT

General Agents for New Mexico of the

PEIjl MTUfl L LIFE

IjISnill

of Philadelphia; and

National Surety Company Of
New York.
We also Represent a Strong Line

of Fire Insurance Companies

A- - M- -

General Managet.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
The Oldest and Largest House in the Territory.

ESTABLISHED 18S9.

AmytMirog "amid

veryfchoiiig

IN CURIOS AND BLANKETS,
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK, GENUINE MEXICAN CIGARS.
Wholesale and Retail.
All orders promptly filled and packed with care.
Mail ordera given prompt attention.
SAN FRANCISCO ST., CORNER BURRO ALLEY.

SIGN OF THE ORIGINAL CART

